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PREFACE 

This report was started as an interim report on the 
Alameda County 911 Trial project after two years operating 
experience with Selective R,outing and ANI and four months 
prior to the implementation of ALI ~Automatic Location Ide~ti
fication) - the last advanced 911 feature to be evaluated ln 
the Alameda program. Because of a very recent and ~ery.sharp 
escalation in the phone company's pricing for ALI, ltS lmple
mentation in Alameda County is presently in doubt. 

Besides meeting certain LEAA reporting requirements, thi~ 
report is intended to assist those cOmF..unities presently conSl
dering or planning advanced 911 systems. Appendix II 911 ARG 
VERIFICATION PROJECT, SUMMARY de.scribes the procedures success
fully used by the County to verify the routing geography. Fuller 
documentation and the programs employed will be included in the 
final report and are available from the proj e.ct office in the 
interim. . 

Interorganizational difficulties between the Alameda 911 
Project and Pacific Telephone have definitely not been ignored 
nor, hopefully, overstated. They are an essential part of the 
Alameda County trial and may benefit others considering similar 
innovative efforts. 

It is expected that serious readers will also have available 
the final report of SRI International's independent assessment 
of the Alameda 911 system (see reference 1.). In addition to 
a full description of the equipment configuration and trial 
setting, that report contains copies of the County's contracts 
with the telephone company and the other participating juris
dictions. 

In addition to all errors, the author emphasizes his personal 
responsibility for the opinions expressed, points of view stated 
and conclusions reached. 

September 17, 1980 

Scott W. Hovey, Jr. 
Project Director 
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INTRODUCTION 

There were and continue to be many difficulties between 
the Pacific Telephone Company and th~ 911 Alameda County Trial 
Project. These difficulties stem from a mix of circumstanc7 s 
unique to the Alameda Trial and should,not,be en<?oun~ered w1.th 
other advanced 911 installations. The1.r d1.scuss1.on 1.S necessary 
to demonstrate why the project failed on one of its major goals -
the acquisition of accurate cost data for Selective Routing and 
~~I. 

The first section of this report addresses the cost,histo~y 
because the difficulties in that area affected most deal1.ngs w1.th 
PT&T's 911 Coordination Office, the principal management inter
fa~e with the County's 911 Project Office. Some corr7spon~ence 
has been included in Appendix I only to illustrate th1.s p01.nt. 
It should be emphasized that these problems rarely had any 
effect on the day-to-day operation of,'Che system. In the , eyes 
of the municipalities, the 911 answer1.ng p01.nts and the C1.t1.
zens of Alameda County, the 911 system is seen as an enormously 
successful undertaking. 

Subsequent sections of the report have been organized for 
the benefit of the potential public safety imp~emente~., A , 
special section on Oakland's use of an ~utomat1.c Call D1.str1.
butor has been included because of the 1.nterest ~hat has ~een 
shown in that arrangement. Aside from that sect1.on, no d1.s
cussion of individual answering points has been made except 
to illustrate points. 

At some point early in the course of the program, PT&T 
and then AT&T stopped regarding the Alameda system as some
thing on trial but as the initial installation of a very 
marketable rev~nue producer - a service for which 9hica~o, 
would willingly pa¥ millions extr~ in order to avo1.d ~a1.t1.ng 
for, and for which other metropoll.tan areas were show1.~g a 
correspondingly high willingness to pay. ,From that p01.nt 
on economic feasibility of the illameda Tr1.al was no longer 
in question. The only questions remaining were ~hose of 
price versus cost. Quite probably the Alameda Tr1.al would 
be far more thoroughly and openly documented if it ~ad.been 
an operational failure instead of the success that 1.t 1.S. 
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COSTING 

The costing problems began with an estimate during 
the preliminary study of slightly under $1,000,000 to 
construct a SRIANI system. It and succeeding estimates 
during contract negotiations were extremely low because 
$4~0,000 to $5~0,000 in local engineering costs had been 
om1. tted. Poss1.bly PT&T had elected to s\-lallow all such 
<?osts to insure that the greatly delayed program would 
7nde7d ,be undertaken. (After all, even federal funding 
1.S 11.m1.ted and the trial might very well prove unsuccess
ful). Perhaps, as one story has it, the engineering stand
ards department made an honest overSight while one manager 
was on vacation and his replacement had a heart attack. In 
any, event, ,the problem was not recognized by the project 
off1.ce unt1.1 a schedule of estimated billina was received 
three months after contract signing. In a different form 
~han pr7viou~ estimates, it apparently contained the miss-
1.ng eng1.neer1.ng costs since the estimated payments by the 
County through implementation added up to $1,662,000. 

PT&T's subsequent explanation* made no reference to 
any single large error. Instead the earlier schedule was 
simply dismissed as incorrect and a revised estimate of 
$1,231,000 was given. PT&T's letter contained three other 
elements indicative of the future course of the program: 

a) It emphasized the continuing uncertainty'of all 
estimates; 

b) It tagged the accompanying detail as proprietary 
information; and 

c) It included a rather petty ha~assment - a request 
that proprietary information in the future be e_~am
ined only at the phone company's San Francisco office. 

Though,r71ieved to get the correction, the County asked 
for the add1.t1.on to the contract of a maximum cap of the bill
able implementation costs. This was sought as protection 
against increases which the federal grant might not be able 
to cover. PT&T's refusal** to so amend the contract was 
accompanied by notice of a further reduction in estimated 
costs. 

*See Appendix I, A-I, A-2 

**See A-6 
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One of the outcomes of the recosting was PT&T's 
decision to pro-rate an estimated $300,000 in "project 
coordination" charges among the other anticipated 911 
systems in Northern California. Project coordination 
work was engineering-type work whose performance would 
so facilitate the implementation of those future systems 
that its costs should be shared on the basis of phones to 
be served. Therefore, only 36% would be billed to the 
Alameda system. 

Perhaps because of the proration of coordination 
charges, the billed implementation costs continued com
paratively close to the $1,231,000. $1,445,650 has been 
paid to date. 

State Program 

A significant factor in the costing problem was the 
State 911 program. Enacted in 1971 it had been cons,idered 
a plus in trial site selection. In 1976 the legislation 
was amended.to provide for state payment of 911 telephone 
costs from a 1/2% statewide tax on intra-state phone bills. 
This had two effects: 

1) Metropolitan opponents to the orginal mandate became 
supportive, but only on the condition that the state 
would provide them with the more expensive selective 
routing variety; 

2) It became obvious that the 911 surcharge would be able 
to generate $15 to $20 million annually with remarkably 
little public opposition. 

PT&T was asked to provide firm quotes for a dozen selective 
routing systems well before Alameda's would be in operation. 
Though needing the quotes in order to file preliminary plans 
'Ylith the State, local agencies showed little concern with 
the size of them. Detailed breakdowns were uniformly not 
available b1..lt on just a per-capita basis those quotes seemed 
more that twice as expensive as Alameda's. In addition to 
differing configurations, direct price comparison was hampered 
by the unique conditions of the Alameda contract: 

1) No developmental costs w'ere to be charged Alameda 
because of the use of federal funds; 

2) All capital costs were to be billed on an as-incurred 
basis; 

3) The only "profit" allowed the phone company was a 
token $40,000 "administrative feel! established to 
recover the costs of capital up to repayment by the 
County. 
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Concern about overpricing elsewhere was relayed to 
the state program manager, although no hard evidence was 
available. In late 1977 it was discovered that all of 
PT&T's quotes had been uniformly based on a pending tariff 
structure and rate elements. A hypothetical pricing of the 
Alameda, system was reques~ed, for informational purposes, on 
t~e basls of the rates belng used elsewhere. As shown by 
Flgure 1., the annual recurring charge would be $1 034 000 
nearly three times the prevailing es'timate of $348; 000: 

The accompanying letter (see A-3) emphasized the unique
ness of Alameda's contractual arrangement and strongly hinted 
that such a special deal could continue after an E-9l1 tariff 
had been filed. With this assurance, the position taken by 
the 911 Trial Advisory Committee was to let the State worry 
about the disparity since, as the ultimate bill oayer it 
would be the ~tate's problem. Aware of the disc~epan~y, the 
State 911 offlce has so far elected to wait for an actual 
filing of an E-911 tariff and the scrutiny of the California 
Public Utility Commission. 

One rea~on for constructing the system on a cost-reim
bursement basis was to get the costs. Aside from any intended 
barriers to cost data dissemination, other very real obstacles 
seem inherent in the way the phone company operates: 

1) Much of the interchange of orders and bills between 
Western Electric and a Bell operating company is 
automated. Conventional lay-intelligible inter
face documents are not normally available. The 
Western Electric "Summary of Material" forms for 
just the answering points was a seven pound stack 
of parts, numbers, assembly codes, etc.; 

2) What would be a simple one-person information collec
tion effort in a less structured and specialized or
ganization might involve five people using three 
different vocabularies; 

3) The phone company is still a very closed and restrictive 
organization not used to doing business with '·out.siders" 
except via limited channels - e.g., account executives, 
clerks who have been especially "cleared" for making 
customer contact by phone, etc.; 

4) So much of the telephone companyts work is charged 
under tariff that installers and crafts people are 
accustomed to providing service expeditiously and 
without concern for. tracking costs. Several "spare" 
display consoles and circuit boards were installed 
on a quick and undocumented basis. 

- 4 -
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.AI.Ar-lEDA COUNTY 

3/77 ESTIMATE 
-' 

SYSTEM CO)tIPCNEl.'lr B'IC NRC AC 

End Office $- $ 44,000 $ 19,000 

End Office to FSS T.runks 23,000 

ESS Tarrlem 696,000 57,000 

ESS to PSAP Trunks 18,000 

PSAPs 304,000 44,000 

Data r.1anagenent System 121,000 187,000 

'IOI'AL $- $1,165,000 $348,000 

BTC - Basic Terrntnation Charge 

NRC - Nonrecurring Charge 

AC ...: Annual Charge 

. Figure 1. 
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HYPOI'HEl'ICAL 
REPRICE 

BTC NRC AC 

$ 77,700 $ 77,700 $ 54,612 

86,861 

450,850 601,090 367,959 

63,206 

168,080 174,295 212,910 

97,600 298,900 248,880 

$794,230 $1,151,985 $1,034,428 
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Recurring Costs 

The estimated recurring costs for the system were 
$345,000/year as of December, 1976. Of this amount, 
$186,000 was attributed to the Data Management System 
which would continu,e to be paid on an actual cost basis. 
The remainder, $159,000, was for'the switching and station 
equipment. Since the Gontract obligated the County to 
pay a fixed $240,000 a year ($20,000/month) for this com-

'~ponent:, the County asked PT&T for a downward adjustment to 
$15,000/mo. PT&T demurred (see A-6) until a more accurate 
estimate could be made some time closer to the system cut 
date. In the January '78 comparison with a hypothetical 
tariff, the Alameda switching costs were still estimated 
at $161,000 a year. 

PT&T promised a final cost estimation "sometime in 
April" - a month before the scheduled May 29 cut-over. 
Because it became evident that the June 6 vote on Propo
sition 13 had to be taken seriously, the County elected 
to postpone the system cut until July 9. This would 
allow an assessment of the proposition's impact, should 
it pass. It would also provide a longer period for studying 
the recurring costs. 

Predictably, the final cost review was not available 
in April, nor at any time before the system had been placed 
in service and had been publicized. On August 4, PT&T 
presented its final recurring cost estimate of $748,000/year 
with the biggest increase being in the s~itching and station 
equipment area. PT&T was pleased to point out that the 
County was protected by the $20,000 term in the contract 
from over half of the $477,200/.year in claimed switching 
costs (see Figure 2.). As this protection would continue 
for two years, the County and State believed that PT&T 
would file its E-911 tariff long before the protection 
expired. 

As of this writing, PT&T has not filed an E-911 tariff. 
In May, 1980 PT&T notified the County of its intent to 
increase the fixed charge from $20,000/month to $38,320/month. 
The County had disputed PT&T's right to do so (see A-12) and 
the matter quite probably will be litigated. 

Data Management System Costs 

Much more satisfactory results have occurred in the Data 
Management Systems area, where charges are still billed on 
actual cost basis. This method was chosen, paradoxicallYr 
because of PT&T's lesser confidence in its ability to project 
computer system costs than switching and station equipment 
costs. A very early estimate (11/75) had been $12,000/month, 
plus or minus 25%. By the time of the 8/18 post-cut estimate, 
~T&T's DMS projection had risen to $22,500/month. This figure 
was never approached by actual bills for several reasons. 

- 5 -
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The estimated IBM 360/165 computer time required for 
the DMS programs (16,250 CPU seconds/month) was reduced a 
third almost immediately by scheduling a lengthy file 
reorganization program for monthly instead of daily oper
ation. Other program tunings produced lesser reductions, 
and at the end of the trial period only 11,000 CPU seconds 
were being used each month. Despite a 11.6% growth in the 
data bases maintained, a second reduction of nearly 4,000 
CPU seconds/month was realized in August, 1980 when the DMS 
programs were shifted to a more cost-effective IBM 3330 
processing unit. The monthly computer costs (charged at 
a disputed 63¢ per CPU/second) have averaged $5,600/month 
for the last year and can be expecteu to drop another 
$1,000 in the future. 

The other major DMS cost component is p'r&T IS 911 
Operation Unit. The unit was established for the purposes 
of: 

1) Resolving errors detected during service -order 
processing; 

2) Preparing street updates and data base corrections 
for the computer; and 

3) Controlling the flow of forms to the County project 
office necessary' for routing assignments (see page 18). 

During the DMS design PT&T projected a need for four clerks 
and a supervisor for the 911 Operations Unit. That many 
people were needed during a six month file construction 
period in order to correct the many file conversion rejects. 
However, the established system is quite adequately manned 
by two clerks who share a supervisor from another unit. 

Even wi th irlflation the DMS clerical costs are approxi
mately half of the post-cut estimate. For the last twelve 
months cost reimbursement for DMS was $129,000 - 13% under 
the initial projection of $146,000 in November, 1975. 
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COSTS: 

1. 
(~,----' 

2. 

3. 

f' 
0\ 4. 
~ 

5. 

CHARGES: 

A. 

B. 

• 
ESTIMATED ANNUl\L COSTS/CHP~RGES FOR 

911 SELECTIVE ROUTING WITH A.N.l. 

Switching and 
Station Equipnfent 

Original estimate provided 
during preliminary study 4/74 ............. 

First revised estimate 11/75 240,000 

Second revision 12/76 161,000 

Third revision 3/78 170,000 

After-Cut Revision 8/78 477 ,2 OOe 

Under Contract (24 mo.) 8/78 240,000 
(per After-Cut Revision) 

Under full "hypothetical" 
tariff as presented in 3/78 785,000 

Figure 2~ 

Data Management 
"'- System 

182,500 

187,000 

223,000 

271(000 

,/ 
a,'ll"OOO 

249,000 

" Total 

300,000 

422,500 
~ 

348,0_00 

393 ~ 0.·00 

748,200 
'J 

511,000 

4/ 

1,034,500 

, I 

" 
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SELECTIVE ROUTING 

Alameda County was picked as a selective routing 
trial site partially because it had an extremely bad 
overlap problem. The extent of the problem could only 
be estimated on the basis of exchange maps and probable 
phone distributions until the 911 data base had actu?lly 
c~en constructed. The project office was then able to 
determine tha~ a surprising 86.7% of the main stations 
would have their 911 calls correctly routed even if 
handled on a default basis. Nevertheless, the 13.3% 
whose calls would be misrouted by a comparably configured 
basic system includes all of Albany, Emeryville, Piedmont 
and Newark. Fig~re 3 shows the distribution of phones 
for each jurisdiction and the "exchange" for which the 
city would serve as the basic PSAP. The last "Transferred 
Out" column s~ows, as a percentage of its 0..v11 phones, 
the additional phones that Would have to be serviced 
under such a basic 911 system. 

Flexibility 

A major advantage of selective routing is tne flexi
bility it provides for inter-governmental planning. Two 
instances serve to illustr'l.te the point. 

1) ,When California voters passed Proposition 13, some 
jurisdictions initially doubted their ability to 
fund the additional personnel that would be requ~Led 
by 911. Other cities were eager to move ahead. 
Although the entire County did eventually cut 
simultaneously, a partial cut by jurisa,iction 
would have been quite possible. . 

2) After the introduction of 911, the County\s Office 
of Emerg'ency Services :began negotiations with the 
cities of Livermore and Pleasanton regarding a com
bi11'ed centralized dispatching operation. The fiscal 
climate since ~roposition 13 provided the impetus 
and the homogeneity of the involved communities as 
a definnte p~.us. Neverthe,less ( the municipal agencies 
involved seem more willing to consider such an arrange
ment"vJith the knowledge that they could easily re
establish their own centers if it did not work out. 
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DISTRIBUT rON .OF PHONES 

I~ CITY 

~C 
. L .' J 

Y 
IN EXCHANGE 

(A+B) 

% TRANSt'ERRED 
IN OUT 

(B+C) 

A C 
A+B A+B 

J 
AL.2\MEDA 

32,245. .2!l. .2% 

ALBANY 
0 lOO!;'- 0 8,124 0 0 Rl?4 

---,------------4-~~~~--~--~----~_r--~~~----~--~~~--~__; 

UN IV OF CALIF 
555 8,874 55 9,429 R,929 5.99; .6% 

BERKELEY 
2,708 75,008 4.8%138.4% 53,447 21,561 56,155 

Er-lERYvILLE 
5,482 o ° 5,482 o 100% 0 

OA1CLAND 
1,884 200,668 23,925 202,552 224,593 .01% 11.8% 

-------~----~--.~~----~--~----_r--~----+_--~----r_--~~~~~~~~~~~ 

PIEDMONT 
4,603 o ° 4,603 ° 100% 0 

O.E.S. CUninc.) 
13,873 47,295 18,188 61,168 65,483 18.5 29.7% 

----------"----~r_-----r--------+-------+_--~---r--~--_+--~~~~~ 

E.B.R.PARKS 
170 o 170 o 100% o 

SAN LEANDRO 
9,785 27,321 598 37,110 27,919 26.4' 1.6% 

-.------"'----------;-------r-------~------_r--~----.--.~~--~~4_----~-

HAYWARD . 
16,757 32,907 49,664 40,779 33.7 15.9% 

49,443 
FREMqW!" 

1,145 48,288 13,596 61,884 2.3%,27.5% , 

NEWARK 
10,421 

~~.-----------------~------.~---------+--------- ----'~--------+---~~----~ 
:0 o 10,421 100% 0 

100 4,661 12,829 
UNION CITY 

17,390 12,729 

PLEASANTON 
162 12,995 662 13,157 1.3% 5.0~ 

.15,881 4.,95,225 92,583* 571,136 587,808 13.3~ 16.2~; 
o 

* Includes 16,672 in Contra costa 
- 7A -
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Implemental Ease 

Despite the long time required by negotiations with 
the phone company, equipment development, etc., the inter
governmental planning effort was greatly simplified by 
selective routing. It permitted each PSAP and partici
pating jurisdiction to determine exactly how its calls 
would be handled. The 911 Participation Agreement entered 
into with the County formalized those local planning 
responsibilities: 

Loaal Responsibility 

The County will sahedule training on and Frovide training 
materials for the mechanical use of the advanaed 911 
features. The 911 Trial Advisory Committee wil~ estabb£sh 
system-wide inter-partiaipant operating proaedures as 
required. However3 the planning# organization and oper
ation of Participant's answering points; the establish
ment of its 911-aall-qualifying ariteria; the type of 
responsei it makes to various 911 requests for assistanae; 
and the adequaay of all training of its personnel shall 
remain the sole and exclusive responsibiZity of the 
Partiaipant. 

As might be expected, planning for 911 took local twists 
in different municipalities. One city elected to buy 
uniquely customized vehicle decals while another city 
chose to omit vehicle decals completely. Instead, the 
latter distributed handbills and telephone stickers to 
every residence during the first week. The level of 
preparedness also varied. Some cities had finished 
training their additional answerers while others were still 
trying to get them budgeted. Similarly, call answering 
speed and courtesy levels vary from city to city as they 
did before 911. But with selective routing it only affr)cts 
their crime rates, their fire losses and their pitizens. 
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MISROUTINGS 

There are two basic categories of system misroutings: 

1) Routing errors due to equipment or informational 
system malfunctions; and 

2) Suboptimal routings resulting from the structural 
limitations of the underlying telephone network 
or accepted design limitations of the supporting 
records systems. 

Misroutings due to errors are the first discussed and then 
the suboptimal routings. 

The mishandling and misrouting of emergency calls by 
"0" t . . opera ors were a maJor concern of the Bell system. It 
1S generally accepted that a major motive for establishing 
911 was avo1dance of those problems and liabilities. To 
minimize the potential misrouting problems with selective 
routing, several safeguards were included iJ. the Alameda 
contract and system design. 

Government Responsibility for ARG Accuracy 

The contract clearly states that the County would be 
solely responsible for supplying accurate "definition of 
the geographic area to be covered by each PSAP • . • in 
t~rms of street na:lles ar,td street number ranges" as well as 
t1mely uI?d<:ttes: The maJor effort by the project offil,;cl and 
the part1c1pat1ng agencies to insure an initially accurate 
A~G (A~dress.Ro'Ute Grid) file paieoff handsomely.* Only 
f1V~ m1srout1ngs during the trial period can be attributed 
to 1naccurate County or participant verification. Two of 
these "errors" were the provision of 911 service to sub
scribers ~n neighboring Contra Costa County. They sh~uld 
have rece1ved the same misdial recording as before the cut. 

Default Routing 

BO,~h the Data Mana,gemen t System and the switching system 
we~e developed o~ the principle tnat calls or potential calls 
Wh1Ch could not be normally routed would be "default" routed 
to a manned 911 answering point. The deft:'.ll t PSAP would be 
the most probable answering point based on available infor-
mation. " 
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If a telephone service order for a new phone can not 
be satisfactorily processed by the Data Management System 
due to a mispelled street name, for example, the default 
PSAP to be used temporarily is based on the prefix of the 
phone nurrilier. The portion of the data base with default 
assignments at anyone time approximates .1% (500 to 850 
out of 620,000 lines). As previously noted, 87% of these 
have the correct PSAP as its default. Consequently, the 
likelihood of a 911 call being incorrectly routed in Ala~meda 
County due to a data base error is less than .00014. 

Real-time default routings occur at the time of a call 
when the selective routing switcher does not have (or cannot 
use) a good ANI due to equipment malfunction. ANI failures 
with long distance calls are handled by giving the caller 
dial tone again. with 911 it was decided that default handling 
of the original call was preferable to a second dial tone 
which could be misinterpreted. The real-time default PSAP 
selected by the ESS tandem is based on the particular in
coming trunk group.* Real-time default routings occur if: 

1) A garbled or incomplete ANI is transmitted from the 
originating end office; 

2) The 3A processor cannot find a valid routing code in 
file for the supposedly correct ANI; or 

3) The 3A is not available to the ESS due to malfunction, 
maintenance, etc. 

In the first case, a pseudo ANI - with a 911 prefix (e.g., 
911-0023) is transmitted. The last two digits indicate the 
originating office. In the latter two cases, the valid but 
unusable ANI is transmitted in a flashing mode. Both indi
cations serve to alert the answerer to the possibility of the 
call originating from outside his PSAP's regular jurisdiction. 
While ANI failure data was not provided by the phone company, 
the logging teletype at the three answering points indicated 
errors of less than 1%: 

ANI SAMPLE 
ERRORS CALLS . '(DAYS) ''RATE -

Hayw.f,trd 5 1980 (15) .25% 

Livermore 3 2220 ( 61) .l4% 

O.E.S. 12 1091 ( 7) 1.10% 

As a,whole 17 5293 .32 Average 

- 10 .... 

*For 97% of the County's main stations the real~time default 
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Though no indication of a flashing ANI is similarly 
recorded on the logging teletype, operating personnel believe 
individual occurrences are about equally frequent. 

Nonavailability of the 3A processor generates more notice
able periods when all calls are default routed and all ANI's 
flashed. There were two such 20 minute periods in 1978 due 
to memory board failures. 

In June of 1979 a very latent software bug in the 3A's 
audit program began "spot scrambling" routing table entries 
for particular prefixes and 1000's groups (for example, a 
hundred errors in the 537-8XXX range). Four times during the 
summer irregular evidence of the bug's survival (from answering 
points surprised to receive cross-country calls) required 
partial reloads of the affected prefixes. When the bug was 
eventually located in November, a 40-hour reload of the entire 
data base kept the 3A files unavailable for most of a week~nd. 
Until a corrected version of the program arrived three months 
later, weekly five minute reinitializations were necessary. 
There have been no instances of system-wide defaulting in 
the last six months. 

Use of Pre-Completion Orders 

A major way that the Alameda Data Management System 
differs from others is that pre-completion as well as 
post-completion service orders are processed to determine 
routing. This was to assure correct routing on even newly 
installed phones. By acting on the same day that a service 
order is initially entered into SORD (PT&T's system for 
on-line service order entry), the ESS could be updated with 
the correct routing before the phone was even dialed. 

A recognized shortcoming with this approach was the 
high error rate on initial orders. Five to eight percent 
of service orders require corrective updates before they 
can be released as completed orders. To avoid duplicating 
order correcting efforts in the 911 Operations Unit, an 
error ah3yance file was incorporated into the DMS design. 
It holds errors up to five business days in hopes that a 
correction will be received from the SORD bystem. In 70% 
of the instanc6s that happens, but the remaining 30% consti
tute a major work leJad. 

Because of the pre-completion approach, PT&T estimates 
each service order is processed an average of 2.15 times: 
Upon initial entry to SORDi upon release by SORD as a com-· 
pleted job (and a satisfactorily edited order); and upon 
any modification in the interim. Furthermore, the abeyance 
file adds further complexity to the OMS, since it must 
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guard against processing corrections before errors, cancel
lations before orders, etc. For these reasons it is esti
mated that the pre-completion approach accounts for 45% of 
the computer time used in the Alameda DMS. 

It can be argued that the need for 911 and selective 
routing is greater during the first days of a new telephone 
installation when a subscriber is in unfamiliar surroundings. 
It can also be argued that new experiences and surroundings 
tend to make people more alert, cautious and less likely to 
need emergency assistance. 

Assuming an average residential installation life of 
three years and one additional week in a default mode, only 
one more 911 call in 1200 would be incorrectly routed. For 
these reasons I believe that the Bell decision to use only 
post-completion orders in their E-911 selective routing was 
the correct one. 

Extensions and PBXs 

For a single ANI there can only be one routing and 
obviously 911 calls from extentions in different locations 
must be directed to the same PSAP. Less obvious are PBX 
switchboards where all outbound calls are made over a common 
group of circuits for economy. Although a unique-appearing 
ANI may be displayed at the answering position, it does 
not relate to the originating phone and is unusable for 
call back purposes. With outward-only circuits or tie
lines, a "not-in-service" recording may be encountered 
to the surprise of a PSAP answerer attempting to call back. 

Four Party and QZ Service 

Though a-party service has been discontinued, 4-party 
is still provided in the Livermore and Pleasanton exchanges. 
Earlier expectations that a pseudo-ANI could be used to route 
all calls on a particular party-line circuit to a particular 
PSAP (to the Sheriff's, in particular) were not realized. 
Instead of an ambiguous ANI, calls on 4-party circuits 
generate no ANI. This absence of ANI is also a characteristic 
of QZ service, an obsolete method of toll restriction. Both 
result in real-time default routing. 

The only known problem arising from either was when QZ 
was inadvertently included on the circuits for the City of 
Livermore's newly purchased PBX. The assi~tant city manager 
used 911 to report an in-progress burglary. The call was 
default-routed to the sheriff rather then the police depart~ 
ment located in the same building. 
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Centrex Service 

Unlike Switchboard and multiparty service, Centrex 
systems do provide a unique ANI for each originating station. 
The selective routing difficulties with Centrex stem not from 
the equipment, but rather from the service order structure 
used by the telephone company. 

The telephone number (with the addition of some trail
ing check digits) provides a very natural and useful account 
number for the phone company. Not only do subscribers have 
their "account" number memorized, but in more than 91% of 
the cases there is only one phone number per account. 

To accomodate the chiefly business custom~rs who have 
more than one telephone number, a single line number is 
designated as the "pilot-line" number and all other phone 
numbers on that account are termed non-pilot-lines. pilot
line numbers are the structural basis for the telephone 
company's accounting and service order filing systems. The 
service orders input to the DMS are keyed to the account 
number (i.e., the pilot-line number) and only secondarily 
reference the actual non-pilot-line number involved. Most 
importantly, the service address of the pilot-line number 
is the only address sufficiently formatted for DMS use 
(service addresses of non-pilot lines appear in an unfor-
matted and unedited "remarks" typ field for the benefit 
of installers and directory distributors). Consequently, 
only the pilot-line address is used by ·the DMS for deter
mining the routing of any phone numbers on that service 
account. 

For the majority of multi-line subscribers the use of 
pilot-line addresses presents no problem, since only one 
address is involved. Much more affected are Centrex customers 
with hundreds and even thousands of lines serving scores of 
separate facilities. There are approximately 60,000 Centrex 
lines in Alameda County belonging to more than 75 customers, 
including the University of California, several military 
installations and the County itself. These customers have 
over 2,000 accounts established for their own cost allo
cation and charge-back purposes. While each account could 
have its own address, most normally carried a common head~ 
q~arters address in the file PT&T used as a source. 

Three levels of accomodation could have bee!: 1 made for 
the Centrex subscribers: 

1) Each account could have been given an optimal 
addre.ss for routing purposes; 

2) Each non-pilot line with an address differing from 
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the pilot could be manually assigned its own 
address. Since every update would have caused 
an automatic reversion to the pilot address this 
was particularly unappealing; 

3) In a trial spirit, no accomodation could be made 
until the consequences of that course were known. 

With strong urging from PT&T's DMS planners, the project 
office adopted the third course. The only precut changes 
were made at the account level and for four of the trial 
participants: The University of California, which had scores 
of lines terminating in the city's jurisdiction; the County, 
which had Centrex in four different exchanges; and the cities 
of Albany and Piedmont - both of which would have otherwise 
been unable to demonstrate 911 from city hall phones. 

During the first year of the trial, only 4 "misroutings" 
due to Centrex were reported to the project office. None 
of these had bad consequences. In one instance, with a 
savings and loan company, it was discovered that valid pilot 
addresses could be mechanically maintained for each of its 
branches. That accomodation was made for public relations 
purposes. In the second year of the trial, only two reports 
were received. 

There are several reasons why the "Centrex problem" is 
so small: 

1) The excellent transfer facilities for getting such 
calls to the correct agency; 

2) Centrex users are more aware and less likely to be 
panicked or directly involved; 

3) The answering announcement (e.g., "Oakland Emergency") 
reminds the caller of his situation; 

4) The 911 answerers are alert to the "Centrex problem" 
and react quickly. 
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AUTOMATIC NUMBER IDENTIFICATION 

ANI is a technologically flashy 911 feature whose 
p~t~ntial value is readily understood by the average 
c;atl.zen. Most people do not realize the "0" operators 
l.n urban areas have used similar displays for years, 
and naturally assume that such a space-age marvel is 
quite costly. Even most public safety officials mis
takenly believe ANI more costly than the less useful 
capability of holding a circuit open while a trace is 
made. In fact, the cost of an ANI-forwarding trunk is 
less than the special trunk assembly needed for called
party-hold, the closest equivalent basic 911 feature. 

The most obvious benefits of ANI are the operational 
benefits from the information provided. During a 28-day 
study conducted by SRI International, 14 answering points 
reported using ANIon 2.4% of the 13,139 calls they 
received. The particular usage recorded was as follows: 

Call Back 

For call back purposes: 233 (69%) 

To use with a reverse 
directory to get an 
address; 85 (26%) 

To request a trace 
from the Telephone 
Company: ~5 ( 5%) 

333 

It is not knmffi how much of call back usage was immediate 
(and therefore comparable to ringback) and how much was 
from a previously recorded ANI. 37 additional times the 
answerers referenced the logging teletype, presumably to 
get an ANI they had neglected to record. 

Reverse Directory 

All but two PSAPs in Alameda County use the commercially 
available Haines reverse directory for establishing {or con-
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firming) the address from the ANI display. Those not 
using it are the East Bay Regional Park District, which 
already has the locations of its 170 phones on file; 
and the Ci.ty of Berkeley. A study of the annual directory's 
accuracy in 1979 showed that the probability of it providing 
a needed address varied from .62 to .45 depending upon the 
time of year.* Because of its particularly transient popu
lation, the Berkeley Police Department chooses to rely exclu
sively on information provided by the phone company. 

Payphone Listing 

Every Alameda PSAP is provided a quarterly reverse 
listing of the public payphones and published semi-public 
payphones in its jurisdiction. The need for such a report 
was identified by the San Leandro PSAP immediately after 
system cut. The city was plagued with prank 911 calls by 
children at payphones. PT&T agreed to provide it quarterly 
for a programming charge of $1,100 until ALI is available. 

The payphone listings (6,000 public and 2,000 semi
public throughout the County) have proven particularly 
useful to all the PSAPs. Beside deterring street corner 
prank calls, it. has made the agencies more able to respond 
to street crime victims, strangers, and other payphone 
users. If PT&T's payphones did not have readily recog
nizable numbers (XXX-9XXX), the listings would be much 
less useful. 

Trace Requests 

The terms "trace" and "trace request" are colloquially 
used in Alameda County for obtaining address information for 
a known phone number from the phone company. Since it does 
not ~nvolve the time consuming eXRmination of switching equip
ment, it is a misnomer. 

The very low usage of ANI for traces is generally ascribed 
to the difficulties and uncertainties encountered with that 
course. Requests are handled differently depending upon the 
time of day and day of week: 

1) During normal weekday business hours, a call to PT&T 
Security's Listing Room will usually provide an 
address within 3 to 5 minutes; 

2) When the phones are switched after 5 p.m. and on 
Saturdays, the requests are fielded by a records 
center, which has no records of its own. It must 
call the appropriate Plant Service Center and request 
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a check of the line files. Twenty minutes is 
typical; 

3) On Sundays, holidays and after 10:30 on any night, 
the PT&T records center may have to de~i~e if the 
need justifies ~he $125 cost of calling an employee 
back from home ln order to open up the service 
center. Some two hour traces hEl.ve occurred under 
those circumstances. 

The project office inquired whether the after hours 
record center could be given the same microfiche files 
as securi~y's listing room. It was informed that PT&T 
had a~r7ady co~sidered ~uch.a suggestion and had adopted 
a deflnlte POllCy opposlng It. In St. Louis such infor
mation is always available from a computerized work station. 
Presently 25 requests are handled each day - a per call 
rate ten times greater than Alameda's. 

Number Analysis 

As previously noted, the tell-tale 9 in a payphone's 
number is useful in alerting the answerer to that situation. 
The ANI's prefix is also useful at laraer PSAPs, since it 
permits the answerer to orient himselfJto the caller's par
~icular exchange. Inconsistent addresses can be challenged 
ln order to catch errors or mischief. 

Impact on 911 Usage 

Part of the smoothness of the Alameda implementation 
was due to the initial surge of curiosity traffic being 
much smalle: than ~ther large systems had experienced. 
Although.t~lS was ln part a product of a deliberately low 
key publlClty effort p news stories on television, as well 
as the papers, tended to feature the PSAP's ability to 
return a~andoned calls as much as using 911 only for 
emergencles. 

There is little doubt that the accountability of 
A~I results in 911 calls being more likely of emergency 
cnaracter. It has become a standard procedure at all 
(no~-~CD) answering points to give 911 priority over any 
7-dlglt. number. 

Economy 

ANI circuits are not only less costly than the called~. 
party-hold variety, but can be used in several ways in which 
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that old 911 standard can not be: 

1) They can be concentrated for reduced network 
costs and smaller station equipment requirements; 

2} They can be used with automatic call distributors 
for more optimal center manning; and 

3) They can be used in conjunction with selective 
routing. 

Though an ANI circuit may be less costly, ANI service 
may not. At present, ANI without selective routing is only 
being offered by the Bell companies as a variant of E-9ll 
and at prices ($40/1000 main station/month plus display 
equipment costs) that exceed Alameda County's payments 
during the trial for ANI and selective routing. 

Such systems have been implemented in Sedgewick County, 
Kansas, Baltimore County, Maryland and Jackson, Mississippi. 
With ANI's many advantages, it seems certain that many other 
ANI-only systems will be installed regardless of price. 
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o TRANSFER CAPABILITIES 

There were two significant design changes in the course 
of implementing the Alameda 911 system. The lesser, from 
an operational sense, was the decision to use one ESS and an 
interfaced 3A processor (a minicomputer) instead of two ESS 
for the selective routing function. 

The original decision to use two ESS machines had been 
made on the basis of the ESS' poor input-output capabilities. 
It can only read slow speed paper tape and there wasn't enough 
tim~ in a day to update an ESS with all of the County's phone 
changes. The 3A processor not only had good magnetic tape 
capabilities, its memory was far cheaper that the ESg' twister 
boards. Although important from an ec.onomic and maintenance 
standpoint, the decision to use a 3A did not greatly impact 
answering point operations. 

The bigger change was the decision in late 1975 to 
horne all answering points on the selective routing ESS(s) 
and eliminate the dedicated transfer circuits between a 
police department and its fire department. While this 
required longer circuits to the secondaries, the simpler 
ESS-based network transfer offered many advantages. Stan
dardr.Lzed answering point equipment could be used, 'since 
PSAPs would not have to outpulse ANIon a transfer (the 
ESS would keep it handy as long as the call was alive) • 
Existing and proven Centrex conferencing and transferring 
features could be utilized. After initializing a transfer 
in the conference mode, the initiator could drop off when 
not involved, thus freeing his 911 trunk for another inbound 
call. 

Opera.tionally, transferring is the preferred way of 
handling a 911 call. It is less time consuming than 
relaying a message; it eliminates the possible introduction 
of errors; and it permits the directly involved parties 
to have a dialogue. 

With the switching capabilities of the ESS, any answer~ 
ing point could rapidly transfer to any other answering 
point homed on it (or, without ANI, to an answering point 
on the other ESS). If both points were ANI-equipped, the 
ANI would also be transferred. This greatly reduced the 
problem of handling default-routed 911 calls. When it was 
established that a default-routed call actually belonged 
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Dial 
No •• Agency Button . 

-
21 1 BERKELEY F 
-, 

22 2 l\LBANY P 

23 3 . OAKLAND P 

24 4 UNIV. CALIF. P, 

25 5 CAtIF. H. PATROL 

26 6 BART P 

\ /\ ,-
27 ;;/ 

, E. B. REG. P I 

28 
\ ' 

V \/ EMERYVILLE P 

/\ 
T 
.\ 

29 
L, 

" \ EL CERRITO P 

, 30 II ,\ i \ RICHM6Nn P v 

31 1\ '.1 I F. B. 1. 

~\' • r • 

32 " i J AL. CO. SHERIFF , : :-,. f, I i/,) 

33 Ii U. S. COAST II GUARD 
" . , 

34 /'\ ,/ i. 
'BAY BRIDGE TOLL PLAZA 

35 \ i " PT&T SPa AGENT 
i,' 

\/ Use "911T" tor 911 Trunk 

\L 

FOR ANSWERING POINT: 

Phone # * 
I;' 

911T(18) 

911T(02) 'I 

911T(06) 

911'1'(03) 
~ 

r 658-9111 
~. 

893-8810 
'-

91lT(09) 

911T(05) 
" I " ' 

237~2123 

237-7000 -
845-7288 

911T(08) 

., 556-,5500 ' 

464-1148 

556-2422 . -
, I:') 

Figure 4. 
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BERKELEY POLICE (004) 

Dial 
~ Agencl Phone # * 

36 ALTA BATES H 845-7110 
~ 

37 HERRICK MEM. H 644-6878 
. 

38 CHILDRENS H . 654-5600 

39 AL. CO. R 534-8055 

40 \~,PG&E 232-6438 

41 CONTRA CO. CO. S. 935-2474 

42 SANFRANCI~CO P 553-0123 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 "--

48 

I) 
49 

20 
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to an adjacent PSAP, it could be directed there quite 
rapidly. Even when the 3A was not available for an entire 
weekend and all traffic was default routed, no problems 
were reported. 

Each 911 answering point could specify forty desti
nations it :~ished accessible by dialing a two-digit code. 
Six of these destinations would also be available by 
depressing a single button in the selector console. The 
911 trunks to neighboring answering points could be accessed 
by such transfers and 'only by such transfers since those 
trunks were not accessible from stations off the network. 
Figure 4 shows the assignments chosen by the Berkeley 
Police Department. 

In addition to the two-digit and one-button transfers, 
an answerer can conference and then transfer a call to any 
known telephone number in the DDD network. Since all 
"off-net" transfers would result in billable message units 
or long distance charges, the project office pessimistically 
budgeted $700/month for the first year. After two years 
of operation the charges have yet to exceed $125/month. 

E-9ll's "selective transfer" feature was available 
with use of the ESS but was not required in Alameda County. 
None of the fire service jurisdictions cross PSAP boundaries. 
Furthermore, there was concern that not knowing the specific 
destination of a "FIRE" transfer might be an operational 
liability. The two buttons on the selector console reserved 
for selective transfer purposes were innovatively used for 
other purposes throughout the system. 

"Button 7" accesses a cautionary recording intended to 
facilitate the handling of chronic non-emergency callers. 
Its message: "911 is an emergency telephone number. Non
emergency use hampers the system and is a state misdemeanor." 
For man:~p reason, including the slight delay in accessing it, 
reported use is nil. 

Spanish Translation 

The Spanish translation capability was added because of 
a California law that a 911 answering point provide bilingual 
service if 5% or more have a differing "mother tongue". As 
shown by Figure 5, five answering points exceeded the 5% 
threshold. Wh6le most had some bilingual employees, none 
were able to schedule one always present. After considerable 
investigation, the project office' was able to arrange for 
emergency Spanish translations with Eden Area Information and 
Referral, Inc. That organization already had a contract with 
the County for supplying bilingual assistance in the area of 
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3/15/76 

SPANISH "MOTHER TONGUE" DATA for ALAMEDA 
COUNTY and its CITIES 

(All data f7'0m U.S.Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Census' Gener,al Social 
and Econom~c Chara'cteri'stics, PC(1)-C6 California, April, 1972.) 

Total 
Ci ty or Area Popllation 

OVER 50,000: 

Alameda 

Berkeley 

Fremon't 

Hayward 

Oakland 

San Leandro 

OVER 10,000: 

Albany 

Livermore 

Newark 

Piedmont 

Pleasanton 

Union City 

OTHER CITIES: 

Emeryville 

70,952 

116,691 

99,682 

93,093 

361,607 

68,698 
(810,723) 

14,674 

37,703 

27,145 

10,917 

18,328 

14,797 
(123,564) 

2,683 

UNINCORPORATED CO •. 136,214 

(, TOTAL COUNTY 1,073,184 

Spanish as a 'l-1other Tongue 
Native Non-native Total 

2,595 

5,623 

7,871 

15,028 

3,758 

502 

1,104 

1,076 

3,190 

3,699 

6,699 

9,556 

5,999 21,027 

867 4,625' 
(48,796) 

671 

1,274 

3,183 

125 

712 

4,673 
(10,638) 

est. 121 

7,367 

66,922 

OTHER AREAS: Castro Valley 1,142/44,812 = 2.55~ 
3.39% 
4.03% 

Dublin 463/13,641 = 
San Lorenzo 990/24,597 = 

if' 
',/ 

% of pop. Over 5% 

4.49 % 

3.17 % 

6.72 % 

10.26 % 

5.81 % 

6.73 % 

4.57 % 

3.38 % 

11.72 % 

1.14 '% 

3.88 % 

31.58 % 

4.49 %* 

5.40 % 

6.23 % 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

ex) 

OTHER MOTHER TONGUES: English'~ 72.5%; French: 1.1%; German: 2.7% Othc;!r:17.11 

* Soinkc1e no mother tongue data on Emeryville is available, average of 
a and and Berkeley rates has been used. 

Fiqure 5. 
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Information and Referral. As shown by Figure 6, usage has 
gradually increased to nix calls a day, or one for every 
11,000 with Spanish mother tongue. High off-hour usage 
indicates that many answering points use it principally in 
a backup mode. 

Traffic Diversion 

While ~aking scheduled engineering changes on the common 
PSAP equipment, the phone company was able to divert the in
coming 911 traffic to the answering points' regular 7-digit 
emergency trunk group so that no calls would be lost. When 
all trunks to the University of California' 51 PSAP went out 
due to a power failure, traffic was diverted to the City of 
Berkeley within 5 minutes. With the possibility of making 
such changes on an impromptu basis, the public safety agencies 
felt no need to arrange for night-switch disaster capability. 

Secondary answering points are identical to PSAPs from 
both an equipment and network standpoint. They are secondary 
only because they perform no initial answering. This need not 
be so. A partictt~ar phone number or address in Oakland could 
be arranged to selectively route to the fire department instead 
of the police department. Though not attempted with the trial, 
su~h arrangements might be justified where fire and/or medical 
hazards enormously exceed the potential need for police assis
tance. The latter would still be available on a transfer basis. 

The ability to route 911 traffic to seven digit trunks 
during scheduled maintenance obviously demonstrates a capa
bility for selective routing to regular business lines; either 
in an overflow mode or on a full-period basis. 

Excellent public safety communication facilities had 
already existed in Alameda County. In addition to adequate 
radio and several interagency hotlines, a County-owned 
microwave-based telephG "le network links all police and fire 
communication centers. Despite these existing facilities for 
relaying calls, the transfer capabilities are uniformly 
cited by PSAP personnel as one of the major day-to-day benefits 
of the system. 
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AUTOMATIC CALL DISTRIBUTOR 

The Oakland Police Department was the only agency with 
an ACD (automatic call distributor), either before or after 
911's installation. Its Bell 2B ACD was expanded to two 
gates for 911: An emergency, or "red" gate for gIl and 7-digit 
emergency traffic; and a "blue" non-emergency gate for calls to 
273-3481, the police department's catch-all number for non
emergency matters. Originally, the call answering positions 
or turrets were allocated as follows: 5 positions on the red 
gate; 2 positions on the blue gate' and 5 positions'which could 
select the red or blu'e gate, depending upon the work load. 
Subsequently, all positions were made swit<;:hable with blue,and 
red lights to show queued calls. Several ltems were pecullar 
to the ACD operations and the intermixing of the 911 calls 
with the existing 7-digit emergency number traffic. 

The only indication as to whether a "red" call had been 
made to 911 or the old 7-digit number (273-3211) was the presence 
or absence of a.n ANI display. If an ANI was displayed, the 
operator would answer "Oakland Emergency", otherwise "Oakland 
Police". More important that the salutation* was Y7hat transfer 
capabilities could be used. A 911 call for the Highway Patrol 
or the Oakland Fire Department could be transferred, whereas 
a 7-digit call would require a relay of the infor~ation. ,Many 
ACD systems offer "origin announcement" as an optlon. ~hlS 
gives the answerer a brief recorded announcement :e9ardlng the 
call's origin. A distinctive tone before the 7-dlglt calls 
would have been useful. 

A second consequence of intermixing 911 and 7-digit on 
the same gate concerned answering priorities. Although the 
O.P.D. adopted a policy of giving all emergency calls equal 
priority, there was really no practical option without a more 
sophisticated ACD. 

A significant flaw with the ACD used at Oakland is loss 
of ANI upon caller hang-up, rather than operator hang-up. 
Though contrary to contract specifications, this shortcoming 
at the Oakland PSAP was not considered bothersome by the 
operating personnel. They would rout~nely key the ANI in~o , 
their computer assisted dispatch termlnal at the very begl~nlng 
of the conversation. If necessary, they could always examlne 
the logging teletype in the next room. 

Another 2B limitation is the inability to tabulate very 
short calls. During the first week of 911 operations, many 
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very brief and abandoned curiosity calls were made right 
after TV news stories. These calls were tallied by the 
logging teletype even if abandoned before ANI transmission 
was completed. Still, half were missed by the ACD which 
counts on a sampling basis. 

Because Oakland's ACD operators had no 911 circuit 
buttons, they were unable to place a less urgent 911 call 
on hold in order to answer another 911 call. Oakland accomo
dateCl. this by specifying two additional rapid transfer 
capabilities: 

a) A transfer to the non-emergency 273-3481 (which 
might have been more appropriately used in the 
first place); 

b) A transfer to a set of unpublished "holding numbers" 
which did appear on each answerer's console. 

Both transfers free up an incoming 911 trunk. with "a" 
the caller gets a brand new answerer; with "b" the original 
answerer may resume the conversation or a second answerer may 
take the call, aware that the citizen has been put off once. 

- 23 -
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EQUIPMENT 'RELIABILITY 

Considering the trial nature of the installation, there 
were remarkably few problems encountered with the station 
equipment. The only design error requiring repair involved 
the selector consoles. Due to an undersized capacitor, the 
ANI displays would generate only partial phone numbers ~hen 
overheated. Almost immediately after the problem was flrst 
encountered at the Oakland PSAP, the standby Bell Labs test 
center in Holmdel, NJ was able to correctly diagnose the 
flaw and prescribe a fix. Within the next two days all 
seventy-five selector consoles in the County were field-
corrected. 

During the first year of operation the Oakland switching 
center'made tabulations of 911 circuit and equipment malfunc
tions as reported to the plant service centers. Report tabu
lations for the period of 11/13/78 through 3/18/79 showed the 
following: 

ESS to PSAP trunk repairs (87 trunks) 
PSS Cabinet components replaced 
Selector Consoles Replaced 
Logging Teleprinter problems 
Conventional station equipment repairs 
Other and "no trouble found" reports 

6 
3 
7 
5 
6 
'6 

33 

(87) 
(21) 
(75) 
(21) 
(21) 

The logging teleprinter problems were a direct result 
of the project having ordered very i~expensive ($3?~O/month~ 
but light duty R033 Teletypes. Contlnou~ly and nOlslly cycllng, 
the printers were taxed beyond their deslgned duty cycle. 
PT&T subsequently equipped each with an idle line motor control 
with excellent results. 

The ESS to PSAP trunk outages were almost always detected 
as the result of programmed test calls automatically generated 
over every trunk every day. Malfunction counts on the end 
office to ESS trunks were not tabulated. 

A cabinet component malfunction at ,the City of Newark 
produced some unusual consequences. Each one-button-transfer 
action was interpreted as though the adjacent button had been 
pushed. Until the offending circuit was replaced two days 
later, Newark relied upon the two-digit equivalents. 
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In March of '79, each PSAP control box processor 
program was upgraded with a maintenance package having 
several advanced features. One permitted operating per
sonnel to display and adjust the computerlls clock so that 
the logging teletype times would be synchronized with other 
c?~unication ~enter clocks. More important from a relia
blllty.standp?lnt, another routine would continually per
form dlagnostlc tests. In the event of solid or repeated 
marginal failures of any component, the program would 
preserve the results and generate an audible alarm. The 
responding repairman could then access the trouble data 
(using an ANI display as a maintenance console) and greatly 
speed the repair. 

Trouble Reporting 

For the cut-ov~r, a special phone number to the PT&T 
Cut-Ov7r sUP7rvisor was distributed to answering point 
s~pe~vlsors ln case ~he¥ were experiencing serious problems. 
Wlthln a week the eXlstlng procedure of directing all trouble 
rep<;>rts to the regular "611" number was established. An im
medlate and long-persisting complaint was that the Plant Service 
Center ?perators seemed uninformed about the emergency nature 
C?,f 911 ~n general and the special answering point equipment 
ln par~lcular. At a Users Task Force meeting, PT&T repre
sentatlves suggested that a supervisor be routinely asked 
fo: when r 7Porting.9ll difficulties. Adopted by most answering 
pOlnts, thlS practlce has proven satisfactory. 

Phone company responsiveness to trouble reports was 
cornplain7d of o~ three occasions during the t~enty-four 
month trlal perlod. The PT&T Operational Plans manual 
pointedly omitted maintenance commitment times with the 
note that they would be determined at the conclusion of the 
Alameda Trial. Most Users believe that standards better 
than those for commercial service could and should be set 
for the emergency phone system. 
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SYSTEM USAGE 

The preliminary study for Alameda had projected system 
usage of 2,843 calls per day. This was a conservative rate 
of 2.6 calls per 1,000 capita (Seattle had sugge~ted 2.5). 
That estimate was made for a mature system on WhlCh the 
migration to 911 was substantially complete. 

For Oakland the migration is still going on as shown 
by Figure 7. Significant factors affecting the migration 
picture include the following: 

1) Aside from the news stories announcing 911 imme
diately following the July 9 cut, publicity was low 
key in Oakland. 'Telephone bill inserts were distri
buted in late August and 911-EMERGENCY decals did 
nJt appear on Oakland Police cars until December; 

2) Telephone directories with 911 and without the old 
number were not distributed until June, 1979; 

3) Calls transferred by the "0" Operator continue to 
arrive on 7-digit and not 911 trunks. 

Based on totals from their logging teletypes, other 
answering points claimed more rapid migration due to their 
local publicity programs. 

In addition to the logging teletypes, arrangements had 
been made during implementation for call count data to be 
collected by PT&T, both at the originating central offices 
and at the selective routing ESS. There was no apparent 
difficulty during the first month of operation, although 
some end offices had been tabulating on an 8a.m. to 8 a.m. 
basis, rather than at midnight. Other unmanned offices 
were having to aggregate Saturday and Sunday counts .. some
thing which did not bother the project office, since arrange
ments had been made for hourly totals to be recorded at the 
ESS. What was overlooked was getting a commitment from PT&T's 
911 Coordinator that any of the traffic data being col17cted 
for the national trial would be released to the 911 ProJect 
Office. 

The contract ~imply stated that the phone company would 
take monthly measurements to verify the, actual grade of 
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service and provide the County with an "appropriate" report
expedient phrasing which did not concern the County at the 
time. It acknowledged the phone company's much greater 
experience in that area, and had been proposed by a respected 
PT&T engineer.* 

Frequent verbal reports were received during the first 
months of operation. Nevertheless, a request for traffic 
data resulted in only a statement that the system was oper
ating "well within the contracted levels of service". It 
and two others during the tW0-year trial are included in 
Appendix I. 

Figure 
eight days~ 
indicates a 
projection. 

8 shows county-wide 911 traffic for. portions of 
Based on unreleased telephone company data, it 

calling rate of 1,758, only 62% of the original 

.. 27 .. 

*Mr. Robert Kohn, who had pr~posed both use of the 3A processor 
and the ESS switching of transfers between all answering points. 
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. APPENDIX I 

Selected Correspondence Between the 
Alameda County 911 Project and PT&T 

From 

County 

PT&T 

County 

PT&T 

'" County 

PT&T 

County 

PT&T 

PT&T 

PT&T 

PT&T 

County 

Date 

11/3/76 

12/16/76 

2/7/77 

3/17/77 

4/19/77 

5/9/77 

12/9/77 

1/6/78 

8/4/78 

12/6/78 

2/12/79 

6/2/80 

Subject 

$1,564,000 estimate 

Response with $1,231,000 
projection 

Non-tracking engineering 
costs' 

Rejection of cost limit 
and $1,205,000 projection 

Request to renegotiate 
fixed $20,000/mo. 

Response to A-5 

Request for hypothetical 
tariff pricing 

Response to A-7 

Post-cut cost estimate 

Level of service reports (3) 

Authorizations to release 
data to State of California 
and SRI International (2) 

Increase to $38,320/mo. 
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November 3, 1976 

Mr. James I. Foster 
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co. 
140 Net.; Nontgomery street, P..rn. 2405 
San Francisco, ~ 94621 

Dear ~Ir. Foster: 

Several estimates of the cost of the }\ .. lameda 91J. system ll~ve 
been mad~. In April of 1974, 'PT&T quoted a fixed price of 
$970,000 to install a Selective Rou·ting/ANI sys·t.em lolita a re
curring monthly charge-'of $22,000. Fixea COS"i::. estimates for 
three other advanced and two basic systems were also provided 
at 'chat time. In February of 1975, the County sugges·ted in
creasing the fixed price to $1,022,343 to reflect a minor 

. circuit "addition + a 5%-cross-the-board increase for inflation. 
This figure \'las the amount in mind \-lhen a maximum-cost clause 
was first considered for our present contract_ 

," 

In Novernbe:x:::of 1975, PT&T provided an estimate of $1,063,000 
including the $40,000 administrative fee with a range of ± 
18% ($867,900 to $1,258,100). As indicated on the attached 
sheet, these costs Were broken dm'Tn by Transmission System. 
($904,000) and Data System ($119,OOO). 

During my October l~ meeting ''lith Bud i'Talker, X: did not 
specify \ .. :hich of these two estimates I ,,,anted detailed since 
they varied by less than $700. I was ,not interested in the 
five unpersued ~onfigurations priced in 1974 but only the one 
selected for the contra~t. . . . 
During th'e contrac'c negotiations in August of • 75, PT&T 
recom!'nended ESS transfer s't'Titcning because of the greater 
flexibility and the·need.to build only one type of station 
gear for all of the ans\"ering points. In the several. PT&T 
briefings to the County on the effec·t:: of this change, any 
increase in cost was dismissed as being negl~gible. That 
change and the reclassification of East Bay Regional Barks 
as a PSAP \-lere the only changes in configuration ~rhich oc
curred before contract signing. 

Ny request for the detail of either the '74 or '75 e~~inates 
"',as based on the assumption that the s\'ritching and transmis
sion costs '-'ere still reasonably vcJ.lid sit:tce they had been 
maae with a much higher degree of confidence than the data 
J!1Qnagcme!lt system. Contrary to your let't.cr, th .. ~ ESS 
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Hr. James I. Foster 
,Nove~er 3, 1976 
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) Page 2 

.-

anst-lering svs·tem is still iden'cical "7ith respect to the end 
office mOdifica'cions, 'che numbe';"lof 1'1.NI displuys, the number 
of trunks to the ESS'S, etc., that are needed. I had three 
reasons for '-lancing the detail on October 13: 

PT&T has proposed a cer-cain leve~ of billing" 
"detail, at no ,?dditional cos'CI' in lieu of '"lhal: 
I requested at our July 29 vide~c~nference. In 
order to pass upon the accep·tabJ..l~·l:.y of the pro
posed level, I need to know "iha t \"ill be the areas 
of relative f~nancial significance_ . 

Several alterna:cive ans\·rering point configul!'a'c'ions 
are still under consideration, such as a separate 
Cl-'IED various police and fire dispa'cching conso1i
dati~ns, and even some joint municipal operations. 
In order to provide even preliminary cost impacts, 
I need ·to knOt" the estimated costs of a PSAP, an 
ans'-7ering position, etc. 

Because of the users' apprehension over the adequacy 
of' the trunks I' broad es tima tes of' th~ }:-;ss-to-PSAP 
trunk cos'cs are necessary for the purpose of evalua
ting additional trunks versus tightening 911 call 
criteria. 

since my discussion \-1i th Bud, I h.ad an opportuni ~Y to tot:a~ z.. 

the "Estimated Monthly Charges to Implement 911 ~n the Coun:~y 
of Alameda" report and \-las shocked to find that the s'!;'litching 
and transmission estimates had sky-rocketed from the $904,000 

·of November '75 to $1,564,000. 

:r no'!;" desire the substantiating detai1 for the s~"i tching and 
transmission portion"s of bo·th the original '74 (or '75)esti
rna te on \.,hich the contract l.,as based and the esti~ated mon'c,h1y 
charges to Alameda Coun-cy l1hich ' .... ill have to he paid under the 
contract. 

In particular I I \>1ish to knO\'7 the cost and any eS'cima't::ing 
formula used for: 

a. End office moaifications (e~:clusive of: the cost 
contractually to be absorbed by PT&T) ~ 

b. The end office-to-ESS trunks. 

c. ESS modifications. 

lJ'-1} 
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\!·!r. James I. Foster 
November 3, 1976 

d. ESS to PSAP ·trunks_ 

e. The com..rnon ansHering point logic devices. 

Page 3 

f. The ANI display and other position ~elated costs. 

My.previ~us reasons, thou~h s~ill valid, ar~ o~vio~sly sec~ndary 
to finding out "Thy the St;·7.1.tch.1.ng and trans!tU.ss:Lon cost est1mates 
have gone up 73% in a b'lelve month pariod_ St;tch an increase; if 
accurate max jeonardize the entire program and certainly ,.,ill 
affect the timing~and ~~ounts of further federal funding. 

I a~ now requesting this information under the Access to Records' 
paragraph of the con·tract since it is directly pertinent to the 
amounts that ,·Till be paid under its terms. 

In order to get a clearer pic·ture of these est:irnat:ed costs prior 
to entering agreements ''lith the participating cities, 1. \-lould 
like to have this infor~ation by the end of the month. 

SH/tg 

Attachment 

LA-I) 

Sincerely YOW:'s, 

~ ... ~.# h-. /.£~·O J. 
Scott W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
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THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

140 NEW MONTGOMcRYSTR!!ET • SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94105 

AREA cooe 4' 5 42 I -9000 

Mr. Scott W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Alamec1a County Trial 
100 Webster Street, SUite 104 
Oakland, California 94607 

De.ar. ~1r. Hovey: 

December 16, 1976 

Your letter of November 3, 1976 asked the critical question 
of why the increase in the .installation charges of the st.,itching and 
transmission system that was reflected in the billing schedule sent to 
you in August, 1976. To answer your questions and satisfy ourselves 
regat:ding the cost of the Alameda System, we have redone the 1975 cost 
study. In conjunction with this study, We have also carefully reviewed 
the billing schedule sent to you. 

The results are summarized by the following: 

1. The August billing schedule is .incorrect. A revised sche::Iule 
is .included as AttachrMnt A. 

2. Our current study indicates the estimated charges provided to 
you in November, 1974 were "in the ball park". Attachment B 
sumnarizes the expected charges for the Alameda E911 System. 

3. Attachrrent C indicates the reduction in the zronthly recurring 
cost to operate the switching and transmission system with 
one E..SS and a 3f\ Processor. 

4. The breakdown you requested is used for all charges shown. 

As you are well aware, parts of this E911 System are still in 
the design stage. In this type of situation, many of the costs used are 
estimates and will continue to be until the equipr.en·c is manufactured ar:d 
installed. Consequently, we cannot guarantee a specific set of charges. 

~e costing methcx:lology used in both studies ·was the same ex:ceot 
for some labor 8Xp='Jlse est:i.nates. Attachment D is the current study. The 
basic difference between 1975 and tcx:lay is the use of the 3A Processor 
with one ESS tandem. Attachment E is a copy of the 1975 study. 

A-2 
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The billing schequle sent to you on August 24, 1976 is 
replaced by the one attached to this letter (Attachrnent A). The August 
billing schedule did not include all costs associated \'a th the data 
management syste.m and included excess costs associated \'lith th~ S\'litching 
system. Tne attached schedule reflects the charges in Attachrnent B. This 
is our best estimate (although still an estirt'ate) at this tirc1.e. 

As mentioned, this quote reflects the use of one ESS tandem and 
a 3A Processor. You indicated a desire to mo. ... the impact on the esti
mated cost resulting from this change. These changes are identified in 
Attachm:nt C. The use of the 3A Processor will result in an estimated 
net reduction of $1,325.00 in the m:>nt.hly recurring charge for the 
switching and transmission system. 

The price to the County for any chartges in the system will be 
determined by a study of the costs of such changes. Utilizing the attached 
studies to estimate the cost of desired changes in the E9l1 System could be 
v~ misleading. . 

Attachments D and E are proprietary infonnation of Pacific 
Telephone and Telegraph Corrpany in the. meaning of Paragraph 3 of the 
Ala.roeda contract. These OvO studies are being provided to meet your 
needs relative to funding questions and .r.londay's meeting. ~¥e \'lculd 
appreciate their retum as soon as possible. 

In the future, \vhen requests are made for material that is of 
a propriet:a.!:y nature to Pacific Telephone, I will request that the material 
be revieved here at 140 New Montgomery Street, San Francisco. The material 
and space to review it will be provided for the time re~ired. 

The information contained in this letter and the attach.'ll~:mts 
answers the questions .in your letter of November 3. If. you have any 
questions prior to Monday's meeting, please give me a call. 

Sincerely, 

----. 
Attachrr.ents 
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, 1>' , , . ATTACHMENT C 
12/15/76 

ESTUfATED COST REDUCTION RESULTING FRO}I USE OF 31\ PROCESSOR 

System Component 
Annual Cost Changes 

End Office 

End Office to ESS Trunks 
$700 

ESS Tandem 
-15,300 

ESS to PSAPs Trunks 
+100 

PSAPs 

Data Management System 

Net Change. -$15,900 

( A-2) 
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~[L~U¥il~[Q)~ ~OO~1fW 9111f~~~LL 
100 Webster Street • Suite 104 • Oakland, California 94607. (415) 874.7431 

Scott W. Hovey, Jr •• Project Director 

~~. James I. Foster 
911 Coordinator 
Pacific Telephone Company 
140 New Montgomery St., Rm 2405 
San Francisco, CA 94621 

Dear Mr. Foster: 

February 7, 1977 

Last week we received a bill for Decemb~r.' charges in the amount of 
$12,422.36 - $11,830.82 for general engineering and $591.54 for 
administrative fee. This is completely out 9f line with the pro
jected s'chedule of payments you presented on', December 15. 

Cost Period 12/15 Payment Actual Cumulative 
Schedu'le '(less fee) ·Sched.-Actual 

Thru April '76 $48,000 $47,872.80 $ 127.20 
May 4,000 4,269.84 (142.64) 
June 5,000 4,608.45 248.91 

,:. July 2,000 1,912.04 336.87 
August 5,000 5,029.28 307.59 
September 3,000 2,966.~4 341.15 
October 5,000 2,409.75 2,931.40 
November 2,0100 4,107.55 823,.85 
December 2,0'00 

$'6,000 
'iT , '8'3'0').:8 2 

$US,006.!fT 
$ (9 , 006 • 35) 

The $85,000 billed for engineering is more than half again as much as 
the Telco Engineering Costs identified in the "Installed Costs" tab
ulation in your December 1976 cost study. 

You agreed at the December 20 review meeting to provide a revised 
breakdown of amounts already hilled which ~ould identify the County's 
share (36%) of the 911 project coordination charges. When I repeated 
the request in mid-January, you said that there might even be a credit 
coming to the County. Since even the projected billing schedule will 
require an additional $91,000 appropriation this fiscal year, it is 
essential that we realize any credit and get future billing on track 
as soon as possible. I 

Yours truly. ~ 

4~~y~ . 
911 Project Director 
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THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
140 NEW MONTGOMERY STREET • SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 9410~ 

Mr. SCott W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Al.am:!da County Trial. 

AREA COCE 415 421·9000 

100 Webster Street, Suite 104 
Oakland, California 95607 

Dear Mr. Hovey: 

March 17, 1977 

Per agrearent at the Financial Catmittee treepng on December 20, 1976, 
Pacific has reviewal. the AlanEda. oost study am oonsidered the advantages and 
disadvantages of m::xlifying the contract to reflect actual cost with a maxinnJm. 
l:imit. 

As we anticipated, the PSAP costs decrease:l with a slight increase in 
ESS ta.rXiem costs. The net change in installation costs is a negative $114,000. 
Annual costs .increased $3,000. Attached is a revised IIInstalled Costs It sheet 
which can be oonpared to t.he one fran the 1976 cost study to itemize all changes. 
Also attached is a revised IIEstimated Charges for the Alameda E91l System". 

A brief review of the histoxy of negotiating a price for the Alameda 
E9ll System provides a basis for our decision on a maxinu.un price. At one point 
during oontract negotiations, Pacific and Alameda had agreed on finn prices for 
both installation am annl,lal operations. At the request of LEAA and Alameda, 
three prices were changed to an actual cost basis, with the annual. charges for 
the switching am transmission system being fixed in the contract, at $20,000 
~ IrOIlth. In November, 1975 Pacific provided its latest estimate of oosts 
With plus and minus ra.I¥jes. The contract was signed in May, 1976 with the 
above information having been considered by both parties. 

In addition, to insure success of the trial and to assure Alameda 
that it will benefit nenetarily fran Pacific's experience gained fran the trial, 
we are prorating only 36 percent of the project coordination charges to Alarre:1a. 

We believe the estimated costs reflected in the attachIrents will be 
subject to Smal.ler variations than previously. This is due tonere accurate 
costs based upon nere carplete design information am detailed engineering. 
The current estimate is well within the range reflected in the November, 1975 
quote. 
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Based upon these facts, Pacific can fin:l nothing to support offering 
a maximum price catrnitrrent to Alameda. Pacific has already taken extra steps 
to insure Alameda i!; ciu'lrged only for tbeir share of the E9ll System. However, 
if there are strong reascms supporting a max:i.m.lm price ccmnitnent that we have 
overlooked, please .identi~.l them in correspondence and the decision will be 
reTJiewec1. 

We have attached our current schedule of estimated arrounts to be 
billed and their estimated billing dates. Serre of the nanenclature has been 
nodified for clarification. We have also combined items III and IV because 
they are both included in Western Electric's billing to Pacific and hinge upon 
ship dates. We have also added item XII. It inCludes a cl1ItU.llative total to 
be billed and a Cl1ItU.ll.ative total billed. 

If there clXe questions I can answer, please give Ire a call.. 

Sincerely, 

~ttachments 

(A~4) 
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ATrAalMENT B 

FSl'IMATED ~ FOR THE AIAMEDA E9l1 SYSTEM 

, 

1) 
tl 

if ~). . ,} 

i 

" 

§Ystem Carponent 

D'ld Office 

Ern Office to ESS Trunks 

ESS Tandem 

~s to PSAP T.rur.ks 

PSAPs 

Data l.fanagenent System 

Total 

System Carponent 

End Office 

Ehl Office to ESS Trunks 

ESS Tandem 

ESS to PSAP Trunks 

PSAPs 

Data Managercent Systems 

Total 

l) 3/17/77 

. ·~tal.lation ~ 

. 1976 1977 

$ 43,000 

576,000 

542,000 

118,000 

$1;279,000 

$ 44,000 

696,000, 

304,000 

121,000 

$1,165,000 

Annual Qliirges 

$ 19,000 $ . 19,000 

23,000 23,000 

53,000 57,000 

18,000 18,000 

46,000 44,000 

186,000 187,000 

$ 345,000 $ 348,000 

" 
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~[L~u~~~fD)ffi\ ~(D)lUJ[~l'lII~r $j~ullTlRiilft\~~~ 
100 Webster Stre~t 0 Suite 104 Q Onklnnd, Califomj~ 9:1607 ~ (4'IS) 874-7431 ~_. 

Scott W. HO'ley, Jr_ D Project Director 

Mr. James I. Foster 
911 Coordinator 
Pacific Telephone Company 
140 Ne\'l Nontgomery st, Rrn 
San Francisco, CA 94621 

Dear Hr. Foster: 

April 19, 1977 

2405 

The County ''las glad to receive your Narch 17 es'timatc for the Alameda 
911 system shmV'ing an implementation cost (incltlcling the $40,000 
administration fee) of $1,205,000 "lhich is \vithin 13% of the November 
'75 est:i .. ['[~ate_ The Coun'ty and the Finance Subcornmi,ttee share your 
hope that the costs will be subjec't to smaller variations -then pre-
viously and \'Iill forgo persl.lit of an overall cap at this time. 

Your letter stated that the contract \'TaS converted fl.-om a fixed 
pric;e to an actual cost basis at the request. of LF.i\A and the Coun'ty_. 
.This is not correct. Early in the negotiations Ar't Graham announced 
that .PT&T \'lould not execute a fixed price contrClc·t un'til it had much 
greater confi~ence in the Data Management Systenl estimates - something 
which \'lould require the actual designing of tha-:: portion and a delay 
of many months. It \'las then mutually agreec1 to s~vi·tch to a cost 
reimbursible basis. Recurring s\·7itching costs ,"ere kept on a fixed 
price basis because PT&T expressed much greater confidence in it~ 
ability to project then;t. 

In that regard, your attached Estimated Cha~ges For the Alameda E9ll 
System shOt'ls' $161,000 in estimated annual charges for the s\-1i tehing 
SUbsystem. This is one-third less than the $20.,000 a month in the 
contract and undoubtedly is a result of the subsequent decision to 
use the more economical 3A s\-1itcher _ 'The reduced recurring costs of 
the 3A. \'lere a principal argument by PT&T for its adoption and a major 
factor in the County's ,\·Tillingness to use it. We theref.ore feel it 
prbper to modify the $20,000 figure at the same time the contract is 
cha"hgcd to shm-1 the 3A configuration. 

We believe that the figure should either be changed to $15,000 a 
month or replaced by an actual cost noc-to-exceed $20,000 in anyone 
month. The former \'lould he a simFle modification \'lhereas specific 
language concerning the a@ount of advance payments, the method for 
computing adjustrnen ts, etc., \-1ould ~ave to be developed for th~ latter. 

I \'lould appreciate PT&T 1 s earliest consideration of this matter po that 
the long-pending contract modificCltion can be concluded and a fo'lHm'-on 
LEA1\ grant request prepared. .. 

N.e." z.l.tll'''A~J 
cc: Nr.. F.noch 

Nr., Turner 

A-~ 
Sin~relY~ . (~.) 

~;y'k/-4.~.,,/) iJ. . 
S • t:1. Hovey, Jr. l 
911 Project Director 
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,~ THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

140 NEW MONTGOMER'I' STREET • SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 9410!5 

Mr. Scott W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Alarreda County Trial 

AREA COCE 41!5 421-~OOO 

100 Webster Street, Suite 104 
oak.land, california 95607 

Dear Mr. Hovey: 

May 9, 1977 

~ have consi~ your request to reduce the $20, 000 nonthly 
charge as ~s now stated m the contract. 

, You sug~ested in ~ur letter that the Irodification is proper due 
to a lower cost f~gure presented in my March 17 document enti tied "Estimated 
Charges for the A.lam:da. E9ll System" and your prior decision to allow the 
use of the 3A Processor. 

While we acknowledge the fact that it was our preference to 
~7 the system c:onfiguration in favor of the 3A Processor and did Weed 
antic~pate sane. econanies by its adoption, it was not done so solely for the 
pw:pose of possible cost reductions. 

As you ~ I one of the nost significant benefits of re-configuring 
the . sy::~ and adopting. t.I;e. use ?f the 3A Processor is the resultant benefit 
of infl.IUt:ely nore. f~~~17ty WJ. th regard to transferring calls G .Addition
ally, greater. flexib~l~ ty w~ll be realized in the proper routing of Foreign 
Exchange Se:tV~ce calls as WElll. 

A large r:ortion of the reduction, in our latest estimate of charges 
was due to Bell tabs t current estimate of future PSAP te:rminal costs. W 
were pleased to see tha~ th:>se estimated charges w"&e greatly reduced. ~ow
ever, we. want to. ernpI;asl.ze ~tall stated figures, as well as those for the 
3A l?rocesso:;, ~e §....ttlJ. ~~~ am as such remain subject to change. 
The.refo:e, ~t ~s ot..'Q:" finn conviction that the nonthly dollar amount presentl 
S~ted m tI;e contract should remain. ,At sate future date (prior to May 31, Y 
L 78), we w~ll have cost data that should be nore reiiable than that which 
we have tcxiay and as such could renegotiate the nonthly figure at that time. 

- .. ~- ... --.,. ~ "'" --,-
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Since the County will not be expected to pay the $20,000 until 
after the system has been iItplerrented in May of 1978, 'We feel that this is 
the rrore equitable an:l fair approach to roth parties and should eliminate 
the possibility of a110ther renegotiation at a later date. 

Please be assured that Pacific Telephone will oontinue, as we have 
in the past, to give Alamada County every consideration with regard to cost 
of the trial system, but in order to avoid misunderstarrlings in the future 
with regaro to revised quotations, we prefer to wait until we have zrore 
reliable cost data to support them. 

cc: L. Enoch 
J. Turner 
B. Zuppan 

Sincerely, 

(A-i») 
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~[L~u¥u~[Q)~ ~(Q)(UJ[MuW 911 u[Ri~~l / 
'100 WabsterStreet. Suite 104 ~ Oakland, California 94607. (415)874-7431 

) Scott w. Ho~ey, Jr •• Project Director 

December 9, 1977 

Mr. James I. 'Foster, 911 Co()rdinal:or 
Pacific Telephone Company 
140 New lv1ontgomery.· st., Room 2405 
San Francisco, CA 94621 

Dear Mr. Foster: 

This is to confirm the County's request at Monday's 911 
Trial Advisory'Committee meeting for information on ,the 

. ".proposed 911 pelective routing tariff and how, if filed, it 
J.. , would would affect the PT&T charges for our system. vie ap"': , ... ' 

preciate your '\V'illingness to provide it before January 6!" . 

A;:"y'c>u know, our present two year agreement is subj ect to 
any applicable tariff that is filed and PT&T plans to file 
a tariff for; Sophisticated 911 before the eighth month of 
system operation. 

It is our understanding t~at recent quotes for selective 
routing elsewhere in the state have been based on a tariff 

. structure'that has been adopted by the Bell System and with 
rate element charges .that you may seek in the tariff. We 
realize that any filing is subject to PUC approval and may 
well result in rates that are lower or higher than you 
request. Nevertheless we wish to know your present intentions 
for~' a. The tariff structure including rate and charge 

elements. 
b. The proposed charge for those elements (Recurring, 

Non-recurring, Basic-Termination and duration) 
c. The quantities of each element for the County's 

system as configured in the modified agreement. 
d. The cost basis.of those rates and charges where 

. that basis might be a factor in the PUC permitting' 
a lesser charge for Alameda County. 

Frankly, the Coun!t.y is very concerned that the ongoing charges 
for our system might be substantially more than the $348,000 
you recently reaffirmed as being our. non-developmental costs on
an annual basis. 

Although the state might be expected to pay all of these charges 
under present law, there are strong feelings in many quarters that 
the State should dema,ndate 911 in order to avoid the sort of 
financial disaster recently associated with BART. Because of the 
County's close involvement with BART and the impossibility of 
turning 911 off after It is implemented. '(or published in the phone 
book), it is essential that we get a better handle on 91l's 
potential cost before turning it on. 

cc. Finance subcommittee A-7 
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THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
140 NEW MONTGOMER'I'STREET • SAN FRANCiSCO. CALIFORNIA 94105 

JanuaJ;Y 6, 1978 

Mr. ScOtt W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 P.t:oject Director 
AlameCla COunty Trial 

AREA CODE 415 421-9000 

100 Webster Street, Suite 104 
03kl.and, california 94607 

Dear Mr. Hovey: 

This letter respon:1s to the 911 Trial Adviso:ry Ccmnittee's request of 
December 12 and your lettex dated December 9. 

As requested by the Adviso:ry Catmittee, Attachment A is a hypothetical 
repricing of the Alameda E9l1 Systan (based upon our modified agreenent) 
using the rates currently used in quotes for all other E91l systems. 
These are the charges Alameda \l.Uuld be quoted tcrlay to install E9ll 
as described in the m:xli.fied agreement.. ' 

Attachment B carpares these charges with the March, 1977 cost estimate for 
Alameda in 1:1".e same format used in nw March 17.1 1977 letter (the Installed 
~sts surmary). This makes the canparison easier. 

I indicated a~ the Jneeting that because ,?f the uniqueness of qur billing 
arrange:nent Wl.t.'1 Alameda for the E9ll trl.al, my opinion was that Alameda 
would z;ot autanatically.beoane subject to the tariff rates for E911. How
ever, l.t must be r~zed. that the CPUC does have jurisdiction in the 
matter and could direct a different result. Attachment C explains the 
reasons why I believe Alameda should not be subject to E911 tariff rates. 

You. stated in your letter that our agreement is subject to any applicable 
tarl.ff ~t is filed. ,It is our opinion that an E9ll tariff will not 
aut::natl.cally supersede our contract, at least, until it is terminated or 
exploreS (see the exception set forth in Sections 16 and 25 of· the contract) 
Consequently, our E91l tariff filiD;r will nat result in an immediate impact
on Alameda County's 911 charges. 

At the. pres~t ?me the only 911 tariff adopted by AT&T relates to Basic 9ll. 
!'J1. E9l1 tarl.ff l.S currently urrler developnent by AT&T. 

A-~ 
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Pacific in conjunction with three other Bell CCmpanies, has developed a 
set of ~ate elements for E91l. .Cost studies were prepared an::!. rates 
developed which are currently being used to produce quotes for E91l sys~ 
in california. We are currently revi~ these rate. elemen~ and are gomg 
to generate cost studies for these mcdl.fl.ed elements m the fJ.rst half of 
this year. These rate elanents and rates will then be developed into a 
tariff structure. 

Attachment B in:licates the basic termination charges _ associat~ wit!; standard 
rates. The purpose of a BIC is to recover that p:>rtion o~ caP,:-ta1 u;vestrnent 
nonnally recovered in annual charges in. the 7vent of ~ervl.::e dl.scontinu.c:mce 
prior to the end of the estimated location ll.fe. Agam, smce Alameda l.s. 
paying its capital "upfront,1I you would not be subject to a B~ under tarl.ff. 
If you te:oninate under the contract, Paragraph 10 is controllJ.ng. 

In st;mnaIY it is our view that standard tariff rates ~uld not apply to 
the ~ E9ll System as presently contracted f,?r. ~ey. wo~d aPI?ly. to 
grCMth equipnent and system m:xllfications. A:t ~s p:>mt l.n time, l.~ l.S 
mpossible to identify the dollar change that rru.ght occur when, and l.f F 

Alameda becanes subject to an E91l tariff. Bec,:-use ,?f the special 
circumstances applicable to the Alameda E9ll trl.al, l. t may be rrore appro
priate that a new contract be negotiated for end offices, ESS tandem, 
PSAPs and J:MS to comnence with the expiration of the current contract. 

Sincerely, 

Attachnents 
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. .... ATTACHMENT A 
! 

ALAMEDA COUNTY E911 REPRICE SUt-~,tARY ~ 
• 'i 

The follo"ing represents hypothetical charges for, the Alameda County E9ll System I 
us if it were priced like any other system requesting an E911 System Quote. Station l 
Selective Routing, Central Office Transfer, ANI Dis play, TTY Interface and Forced : jl 
Disconnect are the E911 features provided. 

A. 

B. 

Common County 
Charges 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

End Office to 
Tandem Trunk 
Groups (33) 

Terminating 
Intertandem 
Trunk Groups (0) 

E911 Tandem (1) 

3A Processor (1) 

Data Management 
System (DMS) 

Data Line from 
DMS to 3A 
Processor (1) 

SUBTOTAL 

Pacific Answering 
Locations (23) . 

TOTAL (A+B) 

Basic Non- Monthly Annual 

I 
Term~nation Recurring R~curring Recurring 
Charge (BTC) Charge (NRC) Charge (HR) Charge (AC) 

$1~2,100 

64,600 

302,700 

97,600 

~587,000 

$207,230 

$794,230 

$ l22,100 
1 

$15,230.40 ($ 182,764.80) ;1 

'1 
(None Identified) :1 

:1 
'214,600 

302,700 

298,900 

240 

$ 938,540 

$ 213,445 
• 

§1,lS1,,985 

3,400.00 

21,325.00 

20,740.00 

235.25 

( 

( 

( 

40.800.00) il 
" ') 

::::::::::~ II 
( 2,823.00)' ~ 

j 

$60,930.65($0 7.31,167.80) l 
! 
I $25,271.70 ($ . °303,260.40) I. 

$86,202.35 (~1,034,428.20) 

! 

I 
I 

! 

I 
I 
! 

1 
\: 
I; 
Ii 
I': 

; '""'" 
<!J> 

... .. 

3/77 ESTIMATE 

0-

SYSTEM CQ.'1PCNENT B'IC _...;;.NRC= __ - AC 

Erx1 Office $- $ 44,000 $ 19,000 

End Office to ESS Trunks ·23,000 

ESS TanlEm 696,000 57,000 

ESS to PSAP Trunks 18,000 

PSAPs 304,000 44,000 

D::lta ~ganent System 121,000 187,000 

'lOI'AL $- $1,165,000 $348,000 

I 

B'IC - Basic Tenn:tnation Charge 

. NRC - Nonrecurring Charge 

PC - A.11nual Charge 

HYPOI'BETICAL 
REPRICE 

NRC Ae 

$ 77,700 $ 77,700 $ 54,6 

86,8 

450,.850 601,090 367,9 

63,2 

168,080 174,295 212,9 

97,600 298,900 248,88 

------
$794,230 $1,151,985 $1,034,42 

--.-~- -
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The key difference between Alameda E911 charges an:1 quotes for other E911 
systans is repayment of capital. Alameda is . being billed for all capital, 
as the systatf is being installed (the nonrectirring charge). In standard 
rates, a portion of the Telephone Company's capital is recovered in the 
nonrecurring charge and the remainder in annual charges and/or a basic 
ter:rnination charge. The costs of recovering capital over time are depre
ciation, cost. of money and income taxe~. To the degree capital is recovered 
"upfront," the capital costs portion of anpual charges is reduced. (Annual 
charges in standard rates also include reCw.-rllq expenses such as maintenance, 
adninistration, property taxes, etc.) . . 

Since we will have recovered all of the capital required to install Alameda 
within a Ironth or n..u of the in-service date, we would not propose to charge 
A1arre::la that poi:tion of the standard annuiu. charge which \'lOuld recover 
capital that Alameda had already paid. This analysis applies to annual 
charges for errl offices, ESS tarrlem, PSAPs am o."IS. It does not apply to 
facilities between end offices and the tandem and betwee..'l t.lJ.e tandem and 
the PSAP,' facilities for which Alameda paid no capital. 
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August 4, 1978 

Scott W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Alameda County Trial 
100 Webster Street, Suite 104 
Oakland, California 95607 

Dear Mr. Hovey: 

The results of our review of Alameda's 
is the most detailed analysis to date. 
cost input is still.being evaluated to 
applicability to Alameda. 

Pacific Telephone 
140 New Montgomery Street 
San Francisco, California 94105 
Phone (415) 421-9000 

cost is attached. This 
However, some of the 

insure accuracy and 

Since we have taken so long on this review (for which I apolo
gize), I am forwarding the results and the study itself for your 
review. I propose that after you review. the info:rnation~ we 
meet to discuss it and answer your questlons. ThlS meetlng would 
include the Product Cost people who put the study together. 

The following attachments are included: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Attachment A is a summary of results comparing our original 
1975 estimate, our 1977 estimate~ 0ur February, 1978 estimate, 
and this estimate. 

Attachment B explains the basic reasons for the change in 
cost for each item identified in the summary. 

Attachment C contains the GEIOO work sheets used to work up 
the costs. The format is different than we have provided 
in the past, and there are some changes in the costing 
methodology. 

"'""" 
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The changes make it difficult to readily compare the blO studies. 
One objective in meeting with you will be to explain these 
changes. Also, not all the costs are'lbillable to Alameda Courrty. 

Please give me a call and weill set a date. 
ii' 

Sincerely, 

lJ 

1\ t 

i 
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1975 

Switching and Transmission 

End Office 

1 End Office to ESS 
ESS Tandem 
ESS to PSAP 
PSAPs 

Sl~btotal: 
;' 

$1,039.6 

Da ta Man,agement Sys tern 178.5 

To'tal Installation $1,218.1 

Swit~hing and Transmission 

End Office 

1 
End Office to ESS 
ESS Tandem 
ESS to PSAP 
PSAPs 

Subtotal $ 240.0 

Data Management System 182.5 

Total Annual Charges $ 422.5 

*Per letter dated Narch 6, 1978 

II 

1\ 

ATTACHMENT A 

(000) 
1977 1978* 1978 --

$ 44.0 $ 45.0 $ 93.2 

696.0 659.0 751.8 -

304.0 308.0 343.0 

$1,044.0 $1,021.0 $1,188.0 

121.0 126.0 208.9 

$1!165.0 _~1, 138.0 $1,396.9 

$ 19.0 $ 21.0 $ 27.8 
23.0 23.0 74.6, 
57.0 60.0 238.3 
18.0 18.0 54.3 
44.0 48.0 82.2 

$ 161.0 $ 170.0 $ 477.2 

187.0 223.0 271.0 

$ 348.0 $ 393.0 $ 748.2 
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ATTACHMENT B 

One Time Annual 
1978* 1978 - 1978* 1978 

Switching and Transmission 

End Office 
End Office to ESS 
ESSTandem 
ESS to PSAP 
PSAPs 

$ 45.0 $ 93.2(1) 

659.0 751.8@ 

308.0 343~0 (§) 

$ 21.0 
$ 27 0 8i 23.0 74.6 3 

60.0 238.3 5 
18.0 54.3 
48.0 82.2 

Data Management System 126.0 208.0 ® 223.0 271.0 ® 

*Per letter dated March 6, 1978. 

Notes: 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

"t'=lterial cost, W .. E. installation and telco engineering increased \vhile 
telco installation and project coordination decreased. 

AdIl1,inistration, land, building, power .and common increased lvhile main
tenance decreased. 

)-\ 

Changed from estimated act~.~" f~cility cost to proposed tariff 'rates. 

Project coordinatiqn decr~ased while material cost W. E. installati.on, 
telco installation, tel co engineering increased. ' 

Maintenance~ q~ministtation, land, building, power and common and speed 
call liG:ts inc:reased. 

Telco installation decreased while material cost and tel(:o engineering 
increased ._ 

Maintenance decreased while. administration) taxes and land, building, 
power and common increased. 

The costi~g ~f the ,tj~iS has undergone the greatest modification. It would 
be very d~ff~cult to explain here. The cost study sheets (Attachm~nt C) 
are the best descrip.tion of the changes. 

9. See 'Note 8. 
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Pacffic Telephone 

December 6, 1978 

Hr. Scott W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Alameda County Trial 
100 Webster Street, Suite 104 
Oakland, California 94607 

. Dear Hr. Hovey: 

140 New Montgomery Slre?1 
San Francisco. Cali10mia 94105 
Phbne (415) 421-9000 

Per our agreement, Telco has taken monthly measurements on the level of 
s~rvic.e provided the County on its 911 trunks. To date, the County is 
well within the paramete.t's agreed upon in the contract, namely a P.OOI 
grade of service to the primary answ~ring points and P.OI to the second
aries. 

I have attached copies of weekly status reports relating to the equipment 
reliability aspects of the trial system. These reports are broken dmm 
under fout, general headings: Trunks, PSAPs, Customer Trouble Reports and 
Transla tion Problems. J 

As you can see, the system is a~parently performing very well. 

I would be inter~sted in knowing of any similar records the County m?~ be 
keeping with regard to system reliability. If such reports exist, they 
would be very helpful to us in determining what, if any, changes or refine
ments shoul~ be 'made to the system. 

Very tt'u1y your~i, 

T. D. Walker 
Administration Manager 
Public Services 

Attachments 

cc:J. L. Palmer, loJ. P. McHale, C. E. Prielipp 
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February 12, 1979 

Mr. Scott W. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Alameda County Trial 
100 tvebster Street, Suite 104 
Oakland, California 94607 

Dear Mr. Hovey: 

Pacific Te~ephone 
140 New Montgomery Street 
San Francisco, California 94105 
Phone (41S) 421-9000 

Mr. Foster related to me your concern over PSAPs in the Alameda E9ll 
system reporting busy (or overflow) conditions. 

While this is to be expected periodically, it shou.ld not be expected 
on a continuing basis. 

The County system, as you know, is engineered to provide a grade of 
service of at least P.OOI to the primary answering points and P.Ol to 
the secondaries. Our records shotV' that lole are well within that level 
of service. lio~V'ever, if you have data indicating otherwise~ may I 
suggest that copies be sent to me in order to determine if a problem 
really exists. 

I am aware of the daily teletypewriter printouts accumulated at each 
of the PSAPs and suggest that if xerox copies of that activity could 
be submitted to me, for those days lolhen overflows occur, I could then 
determine from our own records, on a comparison basis, whether a 
problem really exists, or if the overflmV's were caused by a spike in 
activity of short duration. 

Yours very truly, 

T. D. Halker 
Administration Manager 

(A-IO) 
!6 

tit • 0' 

Alameda County E-91l - Level of Service Report 

May 11, 1979 

Hr. Scott lv. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Alameda Cc,un ty Trial 
100 lvebs ter St., Sui te 104 
Oakland, ~A 94607 

Dear Mr. Hovey, 

Pacific Telephone 
140 New Morugomery Street 
San FranCisco, California 94105 
Phone (415) 421-9000 

Per our agreement, we are continuing to take systematic traffic usage measllr:ef.lents 
on the county's 911 system. 

The grade of service being provided to the primary ansto/ering points continues to 
he tvell ~vithin the levels se t in the con trac t, namely P. 001 to the prima r:y 
anst.,ering points and P.Ol to the secondaries. 

I am well a~vare of your desire to receive ratv data relating to these measurements 
during each reporting period. HOlo/ever, it is our position that we never provide 
such data to our customers because it is meaningless without a great deal of 
t1.-aining and availab.ility of supplemental data relating to che net'''ork as a ,.,hole. 

As I stated in my letter to you on Nov~~per 8, 1978, it would be very helpful 
though if the county would provide us lvith the average holding time at each of 
the PSAP's and copies of the call usage data being gathered each month fro~ your logging teletypes. 

For. your information and revle." I have attached copIes of the Trollble Status 
repor.ts from November 13, 1978 to Harch 18. 1979. These provide added emphaSis 
to the fact that the system is performing well. 

Tmo/:n:n 

Attachments 

(A-IP) 
CC: R. Patterson (with attachments) 
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February 12, 1979 

Nr. Scott l-l. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Project Director 
Alameda County Trial 
100 t-1ebster Street, Suite 104 
Oakland, California 94607 

Dear Mr. Hovey: 

Pacific -CeJ'ephone 
140 New Montgomery Srrel!t 
San Francisco. CaIi(ornia 94 W5 
Phone (415) 421-0000 

Your request to release confidential billing information to the State of 
California, Communications Division is herewith granted Subject to the following conditions: 

1. All info:mation lolill b~ ~resented on the basis it is proprietary 
informat~on of the Pac~f~c Telephone and Telegraph Company. " 

2. Only copies of the summary bill may be released (the face bill). 

3. The State will agree in writing that they accept the billing on the 
basis that it is proprietary and shall not be disclosed to others 
outside of their diviSion. 

4. 

5. 

The information is required by the State prior to making payment 
reimbursements for the Alameda County E9ll system. 

Once the identified needs of the State have been met~ the ~nformation 
will be returned to the County. 

Sincerely, 

I~ (/J 
,£'J.v~~ 

(j' 911 Coordinator 

A --If 

. 
~1 

, 
, " ~ 

l~ 
I 

" , , 

July 13, 1979 

~lr. Gary Barker 
Systems Development Department 
SRI International 
333 Ravenswood Avenue 
~Ienlo Park, California 94025 

Nr. Scott l-l. Hovey, Jr. 
911 Proj ect Director 
Alameda County Trial 
100 Pebster Street.ll Suite 104 
Oakland, California 94607 

Centlemen: 

...-:"~ .:~ ... 
!i ->'~" . 
"", "J 'I~'. "i '. ,\ 
: '\:' •. ",:~S",J . 

"\ . . , . , 
-:a--.. .:,... 

.40 N!i!w Monlgomtfry Street 
San Fr,;;ncisco. California 94105 
Phone (415) 421.9000 

Letters from the Alameda County 911 Project Director and the La~.r Enforcement 
Assistance Administration designating authorized representatives under Para
graph 3 of the Alameda 9J.l Contract have been :received (copies attached). 
Per our agreement, information proprietary to Pacific Telephone, relative to 
the Alameda 911 System, may be exchanged between SRI International and the 
Alameda 911 Project Diref:tor. 

Other than exchan5e of proprietary information between the parties mentioned, 
such information shall be held confidential and will not be published or 
disclosed to other parties without the written consent of a representative 
of ~acific Telephone. 

Sincerely, 

cc: N. Schroeder, LE~~ 

(A-I ,) 
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ffi\~ffi\~~(Q)ffi\ ~(Q)lUJ[MuV 911 U&~~ffi\~_:J 
100 Webster Stre~t • Suite 104 • Oakland, California 94607. (415) 874.7431 

Scott W. Hovey, Jr. • Project Director 

-• 

June 2, 1980 

Mr. James I. Foster, 911 eooidinator 
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph canpany 
140 New M:mtgarery St., Rn 2405 
San Francisco, CA. 94105 

Dear Mr. Foster: Ra.: Disputa:1 Rate Change 

Under the provisions of paragraph 24 of our agreanent, the County of Alameda 
hereby disputes PI'&T' s right to increase the ITOnthly service charge fran 
$20,000 to $38,320 solely on the basis of estllnate1 costs contained in your 
letter of 12/8/78. 

The County chose not to fo.IlI1ally dispute those estimat~2 when first receivec1 
one rronth after going operational for three reasons: 

1) Tl'nlgh th~ estimate nearly tripla:l your $14, 000 quote prior to system 
cut, the County w::>uld be paying only $20,000 for at least 23 nonths. 

2} The claime::l increases seemed alrrost exclusively the result of changes 
jn costing mei:h::rlology, administrative factors, etc. Although the County 
considera:1 it very unfair for PI'&T to wait three years before changing 
its costing basis, only the california Public Utilities Cannission is 
'in a position to pass on whether the old basis or the new basis is m:::>re 
proper. 

. 3) Based on statements fran your office and the CPUC staff, the County be
lieved that PI'&T would file an advanca:1 911 tariff sometime in the second 
quarter of 1979. In which case a resulting ~ revi6'l of advanced 911 
costing' in general w::>uld have been canpleta:1 long before the expiration 
of the initial 24 nonth period and any rate change. 

We now fonnal1y dispute your right to charge on that basis because of your 
failure in the elapsed 20 . m::mths to; 1) provide any justifying operational 
cost data; 2) canp1ete the studies in your letter referenced; and JOC)st .im
p:>rtantly, 3) secure CPUC endorsement of the costing rnethcxlologies \\'e have 
con3istently opposa:1. 

This letter constitutes a "Notice of Dispute" as defined in paragraph 24. 

cc. 

Yours truly, 1/ 11 
~M!~A-. 
Scott W. Hovey Jr. 
Project Director 

O:ma1d Manson, LEAA Proj. fum tor 
Auditor, County of Alameda 
Auditor, Pacific Telephone Co. 
Paul E. Popenoe Jr., CPUC Staff A-12 
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APPENDIX II 

911 ARG VERIFICATION PROJECT 

SUMMARY 

The following pages are excerpts from the 

full documentation of the 911 ARG Verification 

Project. They provide a brief summary of the 

project; for complete details, see the full 

documentation . 

I) ~~~~_~ __ -------------1~...:.'-_~! .-;..;,..-" ~c-'-'~·' -------~-~-------------------.-----'--~-
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911 ARG Verification Project 

Introduction 

The 911 ARG Verification Project was an effort by the 911 Project 
Office and Alameda County to verify that PT&T's Address Routing 
Guide or ARG (a computer file of all streets and associated PSAP's 
in the Alameda County 911 service area) was in fact an accurate 
file for 911 routing. ,The reason that Alameda County, and not 
PT&T, was to verify the accuracy of the file is as follows: 

Prior to the development of 911 service for Alameda County, a 
911 Study showed that public opinion was in fav'or of telephone 
company control of the 911 computer files: "For reasons of in
dividual privacy, the original plan to accomplish ALI by provid
ing updated telephone directory files to a public safety computer 
system is much less acceptable to the community than one Wherein 
subscriber information would be kept on a telephone company computer 
and released only when and while a 911 call is made". (911 Project Study, p. 1 }. 

Therefore, the 911 address 'files would be phone company files; 
however, responsibility for the addresses in the files was to 
remain with the 911 communities. For that reason it was impor
tant that there be some way to verify the accuracy of the addresses. 
This problem formed the basis for the 911 ARG Verification Project. 

The telephone company had an existing file, the Master Address Table 
(MAT), which it would use to create the ARG and furnished a tape 
of the first extract to the 911 Office. This initial ARG was com
posed of records of house-#-ranges for streets in Alameda County and 
some bordering out-of-county streets, sorted by street within postal 
community. Each record contained a tax code (non-tdxing communities 
all XXX) which was to be translated to a 911 PSAP in the final ARG. 

The initial scope of the project was to provide analysis of this 
first .ARG - specifically, to gather statistics on the streets in the 
file and to determine probable accuracy of PSAP codes which would be 
assigned to the house ranges. This scope was broadened when it be
came apparent that not only could statistics be gathered; but also 
i:hat ARG PSAP I 5 could be machine generated, and ARG pre-conversion 
corrections coded, accumulated and, in some cases: submitted to p'r&T. 
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The entire project lasted approximately 15 months and resulted in 
the creation of a system for address file analysis which may be 
of value to other counties installing 911 service. The following 
documentation will outline the steps which evolved and the manual 
procedures and computer programs which made up the project. In 
general, there are four phases: 

PHASE 1: ARG Analysis - Analyze PT&T Initial ARG as to file 
accuracy. This was implemented by comparison to the 
Alameda County Voter Registration Precinct Guide. 

PHASE 2: ARG Corrections - Distribute ARG/VR file mismatches 
to Alameda County communities for review and correction. 
(A turnaround document was provided so that the 911 
Office could accumulate corrections, which were then 
keypunched and stored on disk as a history file.) 
Submit all possible corrections to PT&T. 

PHASE 3: ARG Conversion - Convert the PT&T Final ARG-
assign PSAP codes to each strleet and drop extraneous 
records. Run a post-conversion comparison of the Final 
ARG and a Model File (generated from the history file) 
to pi~point street corrections which remain to be sub
mitted to PT&T as manual ARG updates. 

PHASE 4: ARG Support Programs - Th€!se are a series of pro
duction programs provided so the 911 Office can request 
a new ARG tape from the telephone company periodically 
and print formatted listings. The new ARG is listed in 
ryostal community order and in PSAP order; also, the new 
ARG is compared to the previous ARG to report changes 
made in the period between the two requests. 
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Pr.oject Overview 

1976 

1977 

1978 

June 
Sept-Oct 
10/01 
10/15 
10/20 

11/08 

January 
1/18 

1/27 
2/15 

3/6 

3/22 

April-Sept 

8/23 
9/20 
9/23-9/25 
Oct-Nov 

11/29 

2/24 

ARG Tape/VR tape 
background and initial 
run Pass #1 
run Pass #2, Pass #3 
modify Pass #3 with critical 
streets 
run Modified Pass #3 

ARG tape/VR tape 
meet with ARG coordinators 
reports of missing streets 
design ARG conversion program 
timeschedule for ARG corrections 
and conversion 
run Passl, Pass2, Pass3 with new 
January ARG and VR 
meet with ARG coordinators - assign 
reports of critical mismatches 
ARG coordinators review streets and 
submit corrections to 911 Office 
create model ARG programming 
ARG tape from PT&T for conversion 
ARG conversion 
ARG coordinator review and verify 
street ledgers. All remaining 
corrections to PT&T 
Final ARG tape before PT&T customer 
data base conversion. 
List, and ,compare to ARG of 9/20 

ARG tape from PT&T. 1st tape aftej 
data base conversion 
List tape, and compare to ARG of 
11/29 

Phase 1 

Phase 2 

Phase 3 

Phase 4 
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911 ARG VERIFICATION PROJECT 

phase 1 - ARG Analysis 

September 1976 thru March 1977 
Dates 
1976 

1977 

Sept.-Oct. 

10/01 
10/15 

10/20 
11/08 

1/18 

3/22 

Background and ·initial analysis. 
design Pass #1, Pass #2, Pass #3 
run Pass #1 (VR conversion) 
run Pa.ss #2 (Hand Corrections), Pass #3 

(VR/ARG compare) 
design modified Pass #3 (Critical Streets) 
run MODIFI~D Pass #3 

meet with ARG coordinators. 'discuss results 
of file comparison; assign reports of missing 
streets 
meet with ARG coordin~tors. assign reports 
of critical mismatches 

Description 
This phase began with an analysis of the ARG file to deter
mine a method for checking its accuracy. The best way to do 
this seemed to be to compare the ARG against another address 
file with similar boundaries, the assumption being that if 
two different files of different origin had exactly matching 
house ranges for a certain streets, the accuracy of those 
streets could be safely approved • . 
The Alameda County Voter Registration Preci:-).ct Guide (VR) 
was chosen as a comparison file, partly because it contained 
similar fields and had similar (although not identical) 
boundaries, and partly because the file accuracy was very 
good. However, the form~ts were very different. We decided 
to convert the VR streets into ARG fOJcrnat - by machine proc
essing as much as possible (Pass #1) and by hand corrections 
for the balance (Pass #2). The converted VR file would then 
be compared against the ARG in PASS #3. 

Pass #3 was first run on 10/15 and revealed that of approx
imately 9,500 stre~ts, 1950 did not match. This was quite a 
large number Ofirl~,:smatches, about 20%, and would have 
involved the 911 (,iommunities in a big effort to investigate 
and resolve the discrepancies. However, further analysis 
pointed out the.possibility of categorizing the mismatches 
as "critical" and "noncritical" - the comlliunities could 
then concentrate on "critical" mismatches and resolve the 
"noncritical" streets ·.if time allowed. Modifications to 
Pass #3 were made and the Modified version was run on 
11/08. This time the run totals were split into 650 
"critical" and 1300 "noncritical" mismatches. This wa.s a 
very nice reduction and produced the following figures for 
ARG accuracy: 

~ il 
'\ 

I 
I 

I 
,.1 

I 

I 
I 

ARG total streets = 10,000 (approx. ) 100% 
streets not on VR = 700 7% 

(most were valid) 

streets matching -. 7,450 74.5% 
noncritical mismatches = 1,300 13% 
critical mismatches = 650 6.5% 

The reports of missing street names (VR missing on ARG, 
ARG missing on VR) and the reports of critical mismatches 
were then delivered to the 911 communities' ARG coordi
nators with instructions for investigating and reporting 
correct 1.ons. 
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ARG/yR Original Syste~ Flow: 

PASS ~l. 

• 'Change t 

• Comprees . 
ARGfOrm~ 
recs if ROOl 

I.-.,,....;p;::.;o;::.;s;;.;s;;..,ib~l-e.... ~r HAND 1 
.--------, " CORRECTION .. '~~ 
SORT output or input J 

ass 2. 

recs 
2. Make 

correct~onSl 

output 

Converted VR 

R30l 

ARG records 
not on VR 

, , 
.. 

PASS2. 
CHANGES 

R20l 

. J2 err~rs . . 
if an-:· .,.. 

PASS 13. 

Initial ARG 

R303 

ds 

ent 

I 
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1 
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I 
I 
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I 
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Phase 1 ARG Analysis - con't. 
= 

Pass '1 - Voter Regis ';ration File Conversion 

DESIGN. 
Process Flow: 

10/08/76 

---

SORT 

D27E9l00 
(PASS 1) 

1. Change to ARG format 
2. Convert street names 
3. Compress r( r;., . ~;ds if 

possible 

------~-----------------------. 
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;>hase 1 - ARG Analysis - con't; 

Pass #2 Update Converted va Master 

DESIGN. 10/15/76 
Process Flow: 

UPDATED 
va 

MASTER 

r - - - --

I 
:SORT 

I 

I 

D27E9200 
(PASS 2) 

Rl01 

REPORT OF 
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• 
I 
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CHANGES 
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Phase 1 ARC; Ana1ysis- ,ccn '.t. 

Pass 13 VR/ARG Comparison 

DESIGN. 10/15/76 
Process Flow: 

&)01 

D27E9300 
(PASS 3) 

REPORTS RESULTING ~1ROM 
COMPARISON TESTS 

R301 - Streets with Same Name, Nonequal PSAP on HSE "Range. 
R302 - ARG Streets not Found on, Va Master. 
R303 - VR Streets not Found on ARG Master. 
R304 ~ ARG Streets with 000000-000000 House I Ranges. 

'') 
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6 

FOO2AR 

R304 
r---....a;;a--.~ 

INFORMATIONAL 
REPORT ONLY 
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PHASE 1: ARG analysis - con't. 

Modified Pass #3 

After the initial comparison of the ARG and VR files on 10/15, 
some modifications to Pass #3 were made to prioritize correction 
of the mismatching streets based on the idea that certain mismat
ches were not significant for 911 routing. 

For example, if Street A occurs only in a single community 
on both ARG and VR files, then all calls for that street will be 
sent to the proper PSAP even if the two files disagree as to 
house # ranges. These are low priority "noncritical" mismatches. 
Higher priority mismatches involve streets which cross between 
two or more communities and thus have more than 1 PSAP, or streets 
which have a PSAP different from the PSAP of the postal community 
(overlapping municipal and postal boundaries.) If the two files 
disagree on such a street it may be a "critical ll disagreement in
volving a house #, or range of house #'s, which one file contends 
belongs to 1 PSAP and the other file assigns to a different PSAP 
and which for 911 purposes could mean a serious problem of mis
routed calls. 

In order to isolate this latter sort of Ilcritical" street, a 
method was devised for preparing the files before comparison 
{each file was prepared separately}: 

1. Sort file on street name (as opposed to the normal postal 
community sequence). 

2. Read sorted file and check each street name against a table 
of contiguous postal communities (i.e., those with touching 
boundaries). 

3. If a street name has records for contiguous postal communities, 
flag as critical the records which belong to those postal 
communities (a 2-pyte flag in the record) . 

4. Write out each input record with critical/noncritical marked. 
5. Resort the new file back into postal co~~unity order. This 

becomes the input to the Pass 3 compare. 

The accuracy of this criticality system was not 100% since, 
for example, there were cases in which communities A and B both 
had a same-name street but it was a separate street in each and 
not the same street crossing from A to B. These streets were 
unnecessarily flagged as critical~ nevertheless, even with 
shortcomings, the addition of criticality flags was a big help 
in categorizing address corrections and the method was extended 
to cover not only any new ARG or VR file but also (in Phase 2) 
the Model ARG. 

ARG/VR Modified System Flow: 
10/20/76 

Sorted 
ARG t-----~ 

ARG 
STREET 
DIRECTO~_ 

ed 
er 

D27E9800 
(mark 
criticali y) 

NEW 
ARG 

D27E9800 
r---------~ (mark 

VR 
STREET 
DIRECTOR ---

criticalit 

New 
VR 

1. CREATE ARG 

2. CREATE VR 

SORrl' 
t----...... al into 

old 

8 

\ 
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3. RUN PASS 3 

A.) Report R301 will have more detailed analysis. If ARG & VR 
streets~not match on PSAP or Hse-#-Range, a comment will 
be printed beside each street on the report. The comment 
will be: 

*** INTER-COMMUNITY STREET - if either ARG or VR has the 
street flagged as intercommunity. These nonmatches 
are highest priority for correction. They will be 
listed on the ARG and/or VR STREET DIRECTORY. 

SINGLE-COMMUNITY STREET - if the nonmatch is somewhat complex 
but the street exists only in that community. These are 
2nd priority for correction. 

SINGLE-COMM. ARG WITHIN VR - if the ARG range does not match 
VR, but the range is smaller than VR. These are lowest 
priority correction. 

B.) Reports R302, R303 will have an additional comment printed 
beside the street name if the street has been flagg~d as 
inter-community. This comment will be: 

., ** INTER-COMMUNITY STREET - these streets on both reports 
are the higher priority for correction. All streets 
without comment are lower priority. 
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Phase 1- ARG Analysis - con't. 

Mark Criticality 

DESIGN. ~/29/76 
Process Flow: 

SORT 
Street Jame 
Directi'On 
Communi~y 
Low HOUSe II 
Odd/EVej 

D27E9800 
(M3rk Cri ti
cality) 

r:
--

SORT BACK 
INTO ORI~IN 

ORDER 

Community 
Street Name 
Direction 
Low House 11 

. Odd/Even 

10 
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Phase 1 - ARG Analysis - con't. 

Computer Runs - Pass iI, Pass #2, Pass #3 

The following pages contain results from the Voter Regis~r~tion 
File Conversion, the first run of Pass #3, and the run of mod~f~e~ 
Pass #3. The figures printed are not always the final totals due 
to corrections and reruns (in particular, the deletion of leading 
zero records and the changing of low house # 000000 to 000001 (see 
R304) reduced mismatches considerably from 10/15 to 11/08), but 
they still give a good picture of the conversion/comparison process. 

Sample reports and some JCL listings for the runs are in~iuded 
in Appendix D. 

VOTER REGISTRATION FILE COMPARISON - PASS #3 
ALL NONMATCHES' FROM VR/ARG COMPARISON 

R303 R302 R301 STREETS 

17 

10/1?/76 

VR STREETS ARG STREETS W/NONMATCH ON TOTAL NONMATCH NOT ON ARG NOT ON VR PSAP OR HSE # PER COMMUNITY 
ALBANY 3 6 22 31 ALAH~DA 28 24 63 115 BERKELEY 37 71 88 196 CASTRO VALLEY 23 32 63 118 DUBLIN 3 39 54 96 EMERYVILLE 2 7 47 56 FREMONT 46 117 248 411 HAYWARD 45 131 262 438 LIVEP110F.E 23 90 138 251 NEWARK 7 25 86 l18 OAKLAND 53 154 413 620 PIEDMONT 3 7 109 119 PLEASANTON 23 64 149 236 SAN LORENZO 1 5 27 33 SAN LEANDRO 14 27 119 160 SUNOL 6 8 15 29 UNION CITY 12 72 90 174 

RUN TOTAL 329 879 1993 3201 

HEPORT '#R3'04 10/15/76 
ALL S'l'REETS FROM INITIAL ARG WITH 000000 HOUSE-#-RANGE 

TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 3 TYPE 4 TOTAL (LEADING (BLDGS, (000000- (000000- ALL ZERO) ETC. ) 999999) XXXXXX) TYPES 
ALBANY 3 1 4 ALAMEDA 130 2 10 13 155 BERKELEY 32 52 7 12 103 CASTRO VALLEY 53 12 1 66 DUBLIN 16 41 57 EMERYVILLE 7 2 1 10 'C''Dt:tUA?TfTI 

81 
, 

1 39 
.. ·..L~ ... .I.V,; ....... 

4 125 HAYWARD ~ 108 2 63 3 176 LIVERMORE 203 1 34 22 260 NEWARK 101 13 1 115 OAKLAND 171 26 56 52 305 PIEDMONT 48 2 78 128 PLEASANTON 198 5 23 1?- 238 SAN LORENZO 10 2 1 13 SAN. LEANDRO 73 4 8 85 SUNOL 13 6 3 22 UNION CITY 101 18 2 121 

-RUN TOTAL 1348 91 332 212 1983 

-' 
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MODIFIED PASS #3 (CRITICAL STREETS) 11/08/76 

FOR RPT. 301, ONLY CRITICAL MISMATCH COUNTS ARE LISTED SINCE NON
CRITICALSCAN BE POSTPONED. (THE ORIGINAL RPT. 301 MISMATCH COUNTS 
ARE IN PARENTHESIS). 

POSTAL I VR STREETS ARG STREETS STREETS ON BOTH TOTAL NONMATCHES 
COMMU- NOT ON ARG, NOT ON VR, VR AND ARG CRITI- (INCLUDES NON-
NITY I R303 R302 CAL MISMATCHES,R301 

ALBANY 3 6 14 (22) 
ALAMEDA 26 23 0 ( 63) 
BRK 35 70 55 ( 88) 
CSTRO 18 22 11 ( 63) 

VLY 
DBLN 3 34 3 (54) 
EMVL 2 7 34 (47) 
FMT 25 115 19 (248) 
HAY 11 93 137 (262 ) 
LVRMR 9 75 63 (138) 
NWRK 6 18 13 (86) 
OAK 32 130 105 (413) 
PDMT 0 4 29 (109) 
PLS 13 52 37 (149) 
SN LmZ 0 4 8 (27) 
SN LDRO 6 18 39 (119) 
SUNL 2 5 6 (15) 
UC 7 42 22 (90) 

TOTALS 198 718 595 critical 
1352 noncriti-

STATISTICS, MARCH 1977 

ARG: TOTAL #STREETS (INCLUDING RICH, ETC.) = 

TOTAL # W/ XXX-PSAP REPLACED = 
VR~, TOTAL # S'fREETS 

TOTAL # W/ST. NA..?1E CONVERsION 
TOTAL # NEEDING HAND C()RRECTION 

STREET REFERENCES: 

= 
= 

cal 

10,070 
5,567 

9,551 
2,459 

280 

CRITICAL) 

31 
109 
196 
102 

93 
56 

407 
366 
222 
112 
557 

56 
213 

31 
141 

23 
151 

2863 

# OF STREETS - BY NAME 
(# STREET NAMES IN COUNTY) 

# MARKED 
CRITICAL 

# OF THOSE CRITICAL 
LISTED ON REFERENCE 

ARG I 9,775 

VR 8,351 

'it,' < 

889 

919 

373 

347 
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911 ARG Verification Project 

Phase 2 ~ ARG Corrections 

March 1977 through September 1977 
Dates 
1977 January 

2/15 
3/6 
3/22 

Apri1-
Sept. 

7/27 

8/23 

New ARG tape from PT&Ti new VR tape 
create timeschedule for ARG review and correction 
run Passl, Pass2, Pass3 with new tapes 
meet with ARG coordinators, explain 
correction procedures 
Coordinators submit corrections to 911 Office;· 
911 Office submits same corrections to PT&T, 
reserves other,s for post-conversion 
Instructions for MODEL ARG coding given to 
911 Office 
Design Model ARG prograta (D27E9400) 

9/25 ARG conversion runs 

Description 

Phase 2 was the period of the project during which corrections to 
the initial ARG were made using the PASS 3 reports as guides. 
Originally the programming portion of the 911 ARG Verification was 
to have ended here with the streets needing checking having been 
isolated; however, for two ~easons it was decided to extend the 
programming effort. First, PT&T decided that it would be a savings 
of time and money to have Alameda County convert the initial ARG to 
final ARG (that is, assign the PSAP codes) since the converted VR 
tape could be used as a control file. Second, it seemed advisable 
to use the computer to keep track of the street corrections as they 
were defined, both for orga:nizationa1 and printing purposes a.nd in 
order to check that the desired updates were in fact generated at 
PT&T. 

The first situation, that of ARG conversion, is covered in Phase 3. 
The second, that is computer capture and storage of corrections, 
formed the basis for the Model File and history transactions which 
will be discussed here. 

Corrections were of two kinds: 

14 

(1) Those which PT~~ would accept as updates to their MAT File 
(Master Address ~ab1e, from which the initial ARG was extracted) 
and which could be submitted prior to the September conversion. 
These were mainly streets missing from the ARG, outdated streets 
still carried in the ARG, and some house-range corrections in 
taxing communities (since non-tqxing communities had all 'XXX' 
tax codes, house 17ange corrections would not be significant in 
altering the code) • 
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(2) 'lihose which PT&T would not accept as corrections at the ~dAT 
level and which \'lOuld have to be submitted to PT&T as AR,G 
street ledger updates after the 9/25 conversion and subse
quent printing of stree1: ledgers. These were mainly street· 
range updates for stLeets in non-taxing communities, and 
non-critical mismatches. 

In general, the idea was to allow th~ 911 communities to complete 
as much correction work as possible before the ARG conversion, 

15 

with an ongoing appraisal of the accuracy of the corrections already 
coded and an accounting of how many streets were not yet resolved. 
The plan as it evolved was to create a history file on disk of all 
the changes, both MAT updates and street ledger updat,-esi then, 
using those history file transactions, a Model ARG could be created 
by adding, deleting, and changing streets on the converted VR Master. 
The resultant Model would look exactly as the 911 communities wished 
the ARG to look. Before ARG conversion, a listing of the history 
file would show which streets had and had not been resolved, and a 
Model File/Initial ARG comparison (Pass3) would give a side-by-side 
printout of the street after and before change so the ARG coordi
nators could double check their work. After the ARG conversion the 
same Model File/ARG comparison would pinpoint as mismatches any cor
rections yet to be made by PT&T. 

A turnaround document (Critical Mismatch Report) was developed by the 
911 Office and approved by PT&T as suitable for submitting street 
changes. The procedure was that the ARG coordinators investigated 
all critical mismatches, completed the Critical Mismatch Report to 
reflect their findings, and sent the report to the 911 Office. The 
911 Office either sent the document to PT&T or stored it for post
conv.ersion (depending on the type of correction) i the office also 
coded a history transaction as per the instructions for Model File/ 
ARG Reports .. 

Missing streets to be inserted in the AP.~ and streets to be deleted 
were handled separately. Instructions :::or the ARG coordinators re
garding these streets, and samples of the 911 Office and PT&T cor
respondence are included among the following pages. 

This whole process continueq from April throughS\~ptember and on 
even to PT&T's December data base conversion andpzoduced these 
benefits: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

It was possible to have an organized system for keeping track 
of changes (the history file). 
Periodic printouts of the history file showed the changes to 
date and indicated (by their absence or by a phony: house range 
of 1-2) the streets still in process. 
The Initial liRG/Model comparison allowed changes to be double 
checked. I 

After ARG conversion, the Model File became very valuable as 
a control -- and the point at which a PT&T-furnished ARG and 
the Model disagreed only on non-critical streets was the point 
at which the communi t.ies could safely apr>rove the ARG. 
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Phase 2 - ARG Corrections - cont. 

Timing Estimates and System Flow 

The following pages contain a linear diagram of timing estimates 
and task assignment for the Phase 2 ARG corrections. The real 
begi~ning date is designated as March 6 when new ARG and VR tapes 
provlded by PT&T and Alameda County were processed and compared; 
these tapes were used as for definitiv~ Initial ARGand converted 
VR from that time until 9/20. 

There are also three system flowcharts which show the programmin~ 
f~r the March 6 VR/ARG compare, the history file creation, and the 
F~nal ARG tape conversion (this last is Phase 3). 
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March 6 - VR/ARG Compare: 
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April - September Create History File: 

R30lA 
R302 
R303 

CORRECTIONS 
FROM. 

COMMUNITIES 

SENT TO 
COMMUNITIES 

FOR REVIEW AND CORRECTION 

TRANSACTION 
CARDS 

b 

HISTORY 
FILE 

CONTAINS: 
1. EVERY MISSING VR STREET NEVER TO BE ON ARG. 
2. EVERY MISSING ARG STREET WHICH SHOULD 

BE ON VR 
3. EVERY ARG MISMATCH WHICH t 

COMMUNITY HAS SAID IS ADEQUATE CRITICAJ~ 
4. EVERY ARG MISMATCH STREET WITH NONMATCHES 

HOUSE-RANGE CHANGE ONLY 

SELECT USING 
LIBRARIAN 

TO SORT 

LISTING OF 
HISTORY 

FILE 
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September 23 - ARG Conv~rsion: 

RlOl, R201 

D27E9l00 I __ -;U. ~' D27E9200 
PASS 1,. 

PAS~ 2 

• 

. 
" 

" , 

" 02/15/77 

D27E9700 
ARG 

CONVERSION ' 

, sA)m REPORTS AS MARCH 6, BUT ALL 

il 

~': I ! 
i~&T ~ 
09/26 

.' ~ . " ',:'-' :';:,; ~~I.·:~-':-C~ITlCAL' 'NONMATCHES, MISSING STREETS, 
. : :, ., 'ETC. WILL VANISH IF THEY HAVE BEEN . 

, . '.' 'CONVERTED AS SPECIFIED ON HISTORY FILE. 
ONLY NEW MISMATCHES OR UNCORRECTED 
MISMATCHES WILL APPEAR AGAIN. 

. : 

a 

I~ 
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Phase 2 - ARG Corrections - cont. 

Critical Mismatches (Report 301) 

Most of the effort in ARG corrections focused on the critical mis
match streets for reasons already discussed in Phase 1. As these 
corrections progressed it became apparent that one of the most use
ful tools was the Critical Mismatch Report (Form 305) on the fol
lowing page. This £orm was coded one to a street and showed not 
only the exact disposition for that street to take on the final 
ARG, but also the initials of the ARG coordinator(s) who had re
viewed and approved the street. It was invaluable as a working 
document for finalizing a street, a transmittal document for sending 
to PT&T, and a source docllIIlent for coding the history transactions. 
Additionally, the bright yellow color made it easy to spot among the 
maze of reports. 

Included after the Critical Mismatch Form are the instructions for 
it given to the ARG coordinators. The process flow of the correc
tions has already been described • 

:::-=:'';:':·~':':::·:::::~.::::::.:=:=::::::;t:..:~x:::::::::.";'~~-:::::.:::;::::::!~~:::,'';....-=,~~--t;<~~~ 'r.~-_""J,",,~-"" =-'--':'·'''''''-'''''~7'~'''·F.~'' . 
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Phase 2: ARG Corrections - con't. 

ARG Missing Streets and Extra Streets 

As stated earlier, the missing ARG streets and extra ARG streets 
were handled separately from the mismatching streets. ~hey wer~ 
largely the result of spelling differences on the two f~les, wh~ch 
resulted in two streets with different names as far as the Pass 3 
comparison could tell; and also the r~sult of many planned, bu~ 
never constructed, streets still carr~ed on one or the other f~le. 

These streets were reported on R302 (ARG streets not found on VR) 
and R303 (VR streets not found on ARG) which were given to the AhG 
coordinators with instructions to mark changes directly on the re
port pages. The changes were then transcribed to standard form by 
the 911 Office and sent to PT&T (most of them were MAT changes) , 
which in turn passed the results of its actions back to the 911 
Office. This interactive process is shown by: 

(1) the instruction sheet on p. 24. 
(2) some sample R302 and R303 responses on p. 25, 26. 
(3) a chart of the results, p. 27. 
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MISSING ARG, VR DATA 

2.4 

1(15/77 

PLEASE MAKE NOTATIONS ON THE MISSING STREET REPORTS AS 

INDICATED BELOW AND RETUP~ TO THE 911 PROJECT OFFICE, 100 ~mBSTER 

RM. 104, Oakland, CA 946070 

x = 

y = 

A = 

B = 

street name does not {or no longer} exist(s). 

X.l 
Its name has changed to 
exist. 

------- which does 

x.2 It has been torn up and replaced by a factory, 
freeway, park, etc. 

x.3 We have no record of it ever having existed. 

street is planned but not yet constructed. 

y.l construction is soon. 

y.2 This is a "paper street" whose construction 
bogged down several years ago. 

This ARG street exists and 

A.l Should be considered for addition to the VR file 
since voters may have addresses on it. 

A.2 probably should not be added to the VR file. -
A.3 serves as an active alias for ' another -----
This VR street exists and 

B.l Should be added to the ARG file since phones 
will be installed with it as their address. 

B.2 probably should not be added to the 1\,RG file 
since phones wilr:not be installed with it as 
part of their address. 

c = 
See accompanying sheet for explanatory note. 
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RESULTS OF ARG-COORDINATORS WORK ON R302, R303: 
(missing ARG, missing VR streets) '..,.-

. t , 
x.l x.2 x.3 y.l y.2 A.l A.2 A.3 

-.. - .... - .. 

Albany 3 4 

Alameda 1 1 2 8 17 3 
-

Berkeley 2 6 9 22 40 
-- -. 

Emeryville 1 7 

Fremont 7 21 56 12 -- ---
Hayward 2 16 15 3 38 34 

" 

Livermore 2 11 26 14 

N2wark 
1 5 14 

Oakland 
35 78 25 

Piedmont 

Pleasanton 17 1 8 1 1 15 6 

San Leandro 2 1 1 7 11 2 

Union City 

TOTALS 31 30 89 1 17 273 144 14 

No No Never Ye~ Keep~ Yes Yes ?? 
Longe Longe Exisi; Keep, ~ARG 
Exist~ Exisb, ed' Put ( n Mod ~l 

~ 

. : . . . 
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B.l B.2 
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14 1 

25 

1 

19 
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3 1 

3 

22 

3 

8 2 
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129 4 

Yes, Vr. 
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. VR Drop 
'-~eep From 

on Mode~ 
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Phase 2 - ARG Corrections - cont. 

Model File Creation 

All the corrections from critical mimrnatches and missing streets 
were compiled into the 911 History File which, in turn, formed 
the basis for the ARG Model File. The following pages contain: 

(1) instructions used by the 911 Office to code history 
transactions prior to the 9/25 ARG conversion. 
During the time from March 6 to 9/25 the process 
was to accumula'l:e what the ARG should look like. 

(2) instructions used by the 911 Office after the 9/25 
ARG conversion. During the time from 9/25 to 12/1, 
when the PT&T customer data base was to be converted 
using the (by then) purified ARG, the process was to 
resolve all the remaining disagreements of Model to 
ARG. 

(3) the program design for D27E9400 which created the 
Model File. 
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Phase 2 - ARG CQrrections - con't~ 

Create Model File . . . . ... . ~. , 

...... 

Process Flow: 

911; 
HISTORY'l~. 

TRANSACTIONS' 

HISTO~Y 
FILE 

SORT,. 
CRITICAL 

r··' 

D27E9400 
(CREATE 
MODEL FILE) 

-

C".( , ••• 

R401 
REPORT OF1

• 

ERRORS AND 
CHANGES 

29 

j, 

(1J 

o 

Description: 

Creation of the Model File will be accomplished by applying 
changes to the Converted VR Master as per transaction cards 
contained in the History File. The output from this will be a 
file which looks exactly as the ARG should look • 

By comparing this Model File with any new ARG tape received from 
PT&T (i.e. Pass #3) it will be possible to see how many streets 
do not yet conform to the model. At the point that all streets 
match the Model File, the ARG can be approved by the communities. 

30 

Another benefit of this Model File/History File process is that 
the History File contains the to-date changes as submitted by 
the ARG coordinators and, by listing out the history transactions, 
it will be possible to check the progress of the correction effort. 
Any changes ca.n be altered merely by replacing the transactions 
in the history file. 

History Transactions 

1.) 80 column layouts: 1 card or several cards for each 
transaction, depending on transaction. 

2.) Tran 10 = delete this street from VR file. 
Tran 20 = insert this street into file. 
Tran 30 = replace this street with the ARG street as 

it exists on E9300 (a disk file of ARG 
critical mismatch streets) 

Tran 32 = replace this street with the history file 
cards for the street. 

3.> See 911 coding instructions for card layouts and de
tailed description. 

4.) The history fila will be maintained and updated as a 
Librarian AuxilaryFunction and passed to the model 
file program. 

5.) Sort sequence for the history transactions will be: 
Postal Community/Street Name/Tran Code/ low house# 
odd-even 

6.) An additional transaction #50 (comment) is provided 
so the 911 Office can carry comments for streets on 
the History File. These transactions are ignored 
by the processing program. 

. ., ........ =====:..~====::::::.....------------~-
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91'1 ARG Veri'fic'ation Project 

Phase 3 - ARG Conversibn 

September 20 through ,October 5 
Dates 
1977 9/20 

9/25 
9/27 
10/1 
10/5 

Oct-Nov 

Description 

PT&T sends ARG pre-conversion tape to 
911 programming 
ARG conversion runs 
Converted ARG tape back to PT&T 
PT&T's ARG conversion Street Ledgers printed 
Model File/converted ARG compare. 
All Pass #3 mismatch reports to 911 Office. 
ARG coordinators review street ledgers and 
mismatches from 1-1odel. Street ledger updates 
submitted to PT&T. 

31 

The ARG conversion phase involved running an updated AR.G tape provide;' 
by PT&T (from MAT as of 9/20} into a program which replaced the ~XXX! 
and alpha codes (OAK, BRK, etc.), carried as taxing codes, with a true 
numeric PSAP as specified for 911. 

Initially, PT&T did not want any extraneous records dropped during the 
conversion i however, after the 911 office performed an analY'sis of 
000000-000000 records carried as prefix-records to existing streets 
and showed that 83% of these 1300+ records were not useful for 911 
(see p. 000), it was agreed that these 00-00 records would be stripped. 

For conversion program processing, an alogrithm for PSAP assignment 
was developed using the city-codes of the VR file as a guide. Rules 
for this assignment are detailed in the conversion program design 
which follows. 

After the ARG conversion run at Alameda County, the original uncon
verted PT&T ARG tape, a tape copy of the converted ARG, and a full 
report of changes were returned to PT&Ta They loaded the converted 
ARG as the starting file of their system, printed ARG street ledgers 
for each street and sent them to the 911 office for community approval~ 
The 911 office, in turn, submitted the yellow critical mismatch sheets 
still remaining (appx. 275 critical mismatches in non-taxing conununities) 
to PT&T as Al,G sf;:,reet ledger updates. 
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Bet~een 10/1 when the ARG conversion was complete and 12/1 h PT T 
ass1gned PSAP codes to its customer files . w en & 
!~ ~~: !~~ort;~~ that as man~ remaining up~:~~~ :~ep~:~i~i:Pb~o~:~~ 

d ' • 1S was a cons1derable effort on the part of the AR~ 
COOl.' 1nators, the 911 offic d P . u 
ceptable ARG by 11/29 0 :h ~nd T&T, but resulted 1n a very ac- , 
conversion ARG was se~t t~ 9l~ aa~e apcopy of the,last pre-database
and the Model ARG' as finalized'innph:sea~s3hcom~ar1son of.that ARG 
results for the correction and conversion :f~~~t.very sat1sfactory 
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Phase 3 - ARG Conversion - cont. 

ARG Conversion Program 

Process Flow: 

"'-"'--'!!!!.--c--::;'-' 
D27E9701 

(Convert AR 
1. assign PSAPS 
2. drop some records 

. __ nOl 
Report of 
changes 
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911 ARG Verification Project 

Phase 4 - .ARG Support Programs 

Dates 
1977 9/25 

12/6 

1978 2/24 

7/6 

Description 

Print formatted listings of converted ARG 
Print formatted listings of last ARG prior 
to PT&T data base conversior. and compare 
Model/ARG. 

Print formatted listings (1st true production 
ARG) and compare OLD/NEW. 
Formatted listings of ARG (1st ARG after 911 
Startup) and compare OLD/NEW. 

The major portion of the ARG Veri£ication project was completed 
at the end of November 1977 when the ARG was approved by the 
911 communities~ However, it was felt that a periodic printout 
of the ARG file would be of value to the 911 office and ARG 
coordinators since permanent record of additions, deletions, 
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and changes to the ARG were available from PT&T only via street 
ledgers returned. For that reason, a program to format and print 
an ARG tape in Postal Community and/or PSAP sequence was written 
and installed as a permanent job at the Alameda County Data 
Processing Center. Each time the job is run it gives the 911 
Office and ARG coordinators an up-to-date list of the streets 
and ranges of their responsibility. 

Also, the Pass *3 programs for ARG/VR comparison were modified 
a bit and installed as a step in the same job to compare the new 
ARG against the old ARG (i.e. the previous tape). The reports 
R301, R302, and R303 thus generated present a combined record of 
all changes to the ARG between the dates of the two tapes. Report 
R302 contains all street~ deleted; Report R303 contains all streets 
added; and Report R30l contains the old and new image of every 
street changed. 

The job is initiated by the 911 Office, which requests an ARG 
tape from PT&T (usually 2-3 times a year) and sends the tape 
to Alameda County DPD. Alameda County DPD processes it anq 
sends the tape and the generated reports and microfiche back to 
the 911 Office for distribution to the communities. 
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ARG Postal & PSAP List 

Process Flow: 

F003AR 

\ 

Sort into 
PSAP 

,-----I~ Sequence 

r'""'""'""~-----' 

Control Car s 
and 

Run Totals 

(I-Page Report) 

D27E990 
(Format ARG 

Listings) 

Postal 
List 

R901 

F009 

Parameter 
Cards. 

o tional) 

R902 

ARG 
PSAP 
List 
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APPENDIX III 

Study of the Haines Reverse Directory Limitations 
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HAINES STUDY 

The major shortcomings of the commercially available Haines 

directory are the ommission of unlisted subscribers; the omission 

of an address on many "lis.ted" subscribers; and .the infrequency 
of update. 

Unlisted Subscribers 

The obtain~ng of unlisted or non-publ~shed numbers is a 
large and growing problem. In September 1973, 25% of all 

accounts and 29.2% of residential accounts we're unlisted. The 

percent of unlisted residential subscribers ranged from 17.2% 

to 38.8% for individual central office areas in Alameda County. 

By mid-1979 the portion of unaistings had increased to 30.3% of 

all and 32.0% of residential "accounts. Al though v,ariance \by 
central office is no longer available, it seems;\ certain that 

40 - 45% of residential subscribers in the rapid growth areas 
/' 

of the County are now unlisted. Nevertheless, a county-wide 
figure of 69.7% will be used ,"pr listed phones. 

Unlisted Addre$ses 

A relatively recent phenomenon is the omitting of any 

address from a phone directory listing. A sampling of nearly 

2000 entries in the Haines directory had "ADDRESS UNKNOWN" after 

name and phone number in 9';~4% of the cases. This would translate 

,to 6.55% of all subscribers (9.4% of 69.7%) with a .strong proba

bility of growing since PT&T has promoted the "delisting" of 
addresse~ through bill insertions for unknown reasons. 

I' 

',::-

f r~ Infrequency of Update 
" The horne office of the Haines Company has estimated that 

their directories for. Ca1iforni~ are "about half out of date 

(( f." \) 

, 

it j , 
{ 

1 
I. 
jJ) 

;.) 

when we issue a new one" a year later. This estimate must 
() 

include listings discontinued after publishing. That would not 

.be an ALI problem, since no 911 calls would be generated from those 
"numbers. Contrary to' the Haines estimate, a sampJ,e examination 

of 132 entries under the most common prefix for each of the 14 

. municipal PSAPs showed "new or changed entries since last edition II 

constituted only 26 to 27%. A similar check by the street portion 
\ 

of the directory (all 13 of the LAUREL and REGENT streets or 

avenues in the county - 1105 entries) yielded 29.6%. Using 3A 

update statistics and PT&T-provided distributions of INs versus 

OUTs and CHANGEs (37%, 34.4% and 28.6% respectively) resulted in 
an annual rate for new or changed phone service of 27%. 

As illystrated belowv the combination of unlistings and 

annual updating significantly limits the Haines value. Assuming 
a one month initial delivery delay (the books are printed in 

Ohio) the probability of f~nding an address for a 911 call would 

start at .62 and gradually drop to .45 a year later, averaging 
only slightly better than one chance in two. 

PROBABLE UTILITY OF USING HAINES DIRECTORY 

IN LOCATING AN ADDRESS FOR A 911 CALL: 

t 
30.3% 
. .1 

6.55% 

i · 
63.15% 

(otherwise 
includable) 

UNLISTED SUBSCRIBERS 

(6 Mo.) 

53.2% 

one year of del 

L 
missed updates dela 

__ I'. ..... __ '""---'_"-..... ~"""-~~~~""""""'2;.a7_% __ --.JL2_. 2~5-l% 
'I.Orst avg. best 

""'-=<'~"""""-~..l<'l~-.-\:'~~":~~""''''''''.A!Y' .... ,'''''''''>"..r-.'''Q_~' 
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